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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Friday

One less online predator

March 28.2008
Volume 101. Issue 127
WWWBGNEWSCOM

The bonds
of friendship

Undercover police investigation leads to capture of sexual predator

A short film by a BGSU
By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

student about a male
prostitute and a 10-yearold boy becoming friends
is being submitted to the
festival circuit | Page 5

Woman seeks
formal apology
After having to remove
her nipple ring with
pliers to board an
airplane, a woman from

The Bowling Green Police
Divison caught a predator.
On Monday, police arrested
a Columbus man at the Wood
County District Public Library
who had arranged to meet with
an underage girl he met in a
Yahoo! chatroom.
But the underage girl never
existed, and was actually a
Bowling (Ireen police officer.
Detective lessica McClnre
had been chatting online with

I limanshu Patel, 27, for approximately two weeks as part of an
online sting operation.
According to a police report,

Patel would call officer McCiure
frequently, proposing visitsand
leaving messages.
During one of the online
chats, Patel allegedly showed
pictures of his penis via webcam.
On Monday. Patel sent a message to McCiure saying that he
was in Bowling (ireen and at
the public library.
Three
police
officers

t

Himanshu
Patel
Arrested after
planning to meet
underage girl

responded and arrested Patel
for importuning and disseminating matter harmful to juveniles, said Detective Justin
White, who placed Patel in
handcuffs.
"He hung his head," White
said. "He didn't say a word, he

just hung his head."
McCiure was unavailable
for comment.
Lt. Tony Hetrick, of the
BowlingGreen Police-Division,
said the incident was not
released to the media immediately because an investigation of Patel's residence in
Columbus was still ongoing.
Several items of computer equipment were seized at
Patel's home.
Patel was bonded out of the
Wood County lustice Center on
Tuesday.

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Stolen laptop has no
sensitive information,
University says
A laptop which was stolen Tuesday front
a music ptolessot s ofhee is not believed
to contain any sensitive information, a
University official said yesterday.
According to University spokeswoman
Ten Sharp, sensitive information would
include students POO and Social Security
numbers The personal information the
stolen computer contains are research notes,
scholarly articles and related material of
the professor's and had nothing to do with
scholarships relating to students. Sharp said
"We don't want students to be alarmed
in terms of lost information, but nevertheless, we want to remind students to be
mindful of their belongings, she said

Texas is looking for an
apology from the airline

| Page 5

[WEEKEND PREVIEWS J
WHAT Anime
in Northwest
Ohio's sixth
annual
Animarathon, a
convention with
movies, vendors,
video game
competitions,
etc.

Celebrating toys
from the '90s
Furbies. Tamagotchis
and Creepy Crawlers are
remembered in this
tribute to the toys of
the 1990s | Page 8

Convention animates
Olscamp Hall

Fairytales paint
an unreal reality

WHIN:
Saturday from
10 a.m to
midnight

. Columnist Ally Blankartz
believes fairy tales give

WHERE:
Olscamp Hall

young girls a false
picture of courtship
By Kristcn Z«nz

and gender roles

Reporter

| Page 4

Friendship
requires effort
College keeps many busy,
but people can't forget to
stay in touch with loved
ones, writes columnist
Jess Hylton | Page 4

BG men's
baseball team
waits it out

(list amp 11,ill will looka little different this
Saturday, I he building will be filled with
people roaming the halls dressed up as
anime characters instead of students rushing to class.
Anime in Northwest Ohio, the
University's official anime club, is hosting its 6th annual Animarathon. a smallscale convention celebrating anime and
lapanese related media.
The convention aims to attract fans near
and far. Last year, Elizabeth Zaffino drove

two and a half hours to attend the convention. This year, as a freshman, she is helping organize the event and leading panel
discussions.
It's a nice atmosphere and the vendors
are really nice, Zaffino said. They even let
you talk them down on prices, she continued.
Vendors will be selling East Asian and
Anime merchandise like DVDs, candy,
stuffed animals, full costumes, capes, figurines and lapanese imports. Only five
vendors were in attendance last year. This
year there will be 15.
Despite the lack of vendors, the conven-

tion attracted 7,000 visitors last year, said
Stephanie Edwards. ANO president.
This year, the convention will have 20
rooms in Olscamp dedicated to panel discussions, anime screenings, video game
competitions, dealers, artists and much
more.
"We're overwhelming people with
opportunities." Edwards said.
Volunteers will lead over 20 panel ilis
cussions on topics like, "Social Side
of Sci-fi", "Super Smash Brothers Fan
See ANIME I Page 2

After having six games

DANCE MARATHON | PART FOUR

canceled due to bad
weather, the men's
baseball team wants to
start playing again

Page«

What was your favorite
toy from the 1990s?

162-mile Bike for Tikes raises $17,000
Courtney Flynn
Reporter
A group of about 85 students
will head down to Tipp City,
Ohio today to start off their
Bikes for Tikes fundraiser for
Dam ('Marathon.
The 162-mile bike trip will
begin Saturday morning at
Tipp City's Ginghamsburg
Church "as soon as the sun
rises.' said Michelle Robinson,
the Bikes for Tikes chair.
The group will travel in 13 to
16 mile increments, stopping
at schools, parks and random
parking lots along the way.
"We arc going to be doing
a lot of biking, we need time
to snack and rehvdrate our-

"I am most excited to get back for closing
ceremony. Coming back to see the kids
we're biking for makes it all worth it.
Erin Umake | Bikes lor Tikes Publicity Uian
selves," Robinson said.
The trip will end back in
Bowling Green on Sunday
before the closing ceremony
for Dance Marathon.
"I am most excited to get
back for closing ceremony,"

said Erin Uniacke, the Bikes for
likes publicity chair. "Coming
back to see the kids we're biking for makes it all worth it."
The Bikes for Tikes miracle
child, Dylan Dibling, will be

one of the kids waiting for the
bikers to return.
Dibling has been a miracle
child for three years, said
Robinson.
"Even though he is a 7-yearold boy, he still runs around
with a lot of energy, like a 4year-old," gushed Robinson.
Bikes for Tikes has raised
over $17,000 for Dibling and
the rest of the children.
The most an individual biker

has raised this year is $1,345,
said Robinson.
Robinson said all the bikers are excited and have been
exercising to prepare for the
journey.
There has been a slight
change from last year to the
event.
The trip used to begin in
Cincinnati but Robinson was
thrown a curveball this year.
The schools that the bikers
relied on for shelter in the past
are on spring break this year.
With no reliable shelter in the
Cincinnati area Robinson was
v, BIKES | Page 2

Literacy in the Park host children's author Steven Kellogg
CHARISSE BAILEY
Freshman,
Interior Design

Interactive activities, live story character
and book sales encourage children to read

If Sorry came out in
the '90s. that was it."

*

r.

I

By Kristin McKissic
Reporter

| Page 4

TODAY
AM Snow Showers
High: 39. Low: 22

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 43. Low: 30

k

Children will be able to meet
the creator of their favorite
book characters at an annual
celebration of family literacy.
The third annual Literacy
in the Park is schedided for
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom.
The ballroom will be renovated into a park-like setting and feature various
interactive activities.
This year this event features
Steven Kellogg, children's
author and illustrator, who

will read and illustrate stories.
" It's to promoteliteracy," said
Michelle McDonald, graduate
student in the Reading Center.
"There will be lots of interactive activities for children of all
ages and their families."
Although this event is targeting children, people of all
ages are invited to attend.
"Our hope is to show that
reading and writing can be fun
and you can do it as a family," said Brienne Cummings,
graduate student in the school
of teaching and learning.
Researchers have found
strong evidence that children

Steven
Kellogg
Author and
illustrator of nearly
100 children books

can begin to learn reading and
writing in their early years and
this ability can prepare them
for education, according to the
National Institute for Literacy.
"We want to show children
that these are good skills to
have," Cummings said. "We
would like to encourage
literacy."
Kellogg, author of "Island
of the Skog," has written and
illustrated nearly 100 books
will be presenting at 10:15a.m.

and 1 p.m.
Kellogg's characters, especially Pinkerton, the family's
Great Dane, have been popular with children.
And any child who loves
Pinkerton will feel privileged to see him off paper,
as he is planned to make a
special appearance.
"We've gotten a lot more
interactive this year," said
s,nil,mill,i Naelitz, graduate
student coordinator of the
event. "Last year the booth's
were just exhibits but this year
it's more hands on and geared
toward his IKelloggl work."
There will be different
See AUTHOR | Page 2
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WHAT,
Bikes for Tikes
fundraiser
for Dance
Marathon
WHIMt Saturday
mg to

Sunday
WHIM, rtpp
City, Ohio
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BLOTTER

ANIME
From Page 1
Panel", "Gender Roles and Sexism in
Anime", "So You're Teaching Yourself
Japanese?" and "Asian Communities
United-Sexy or Nerdy".
"Even if you don't like anime at
all, you'll find something to enjoy,"
Edwards said. "There's a lot of culture,
not just pop culture."
There will also be a cosplay competition where attendees can dress as
their favorite character, perform skits
and compete against others for best
dressed.
Although similar to typical anime
conventions held across the nation,
Animarathon is only held on one day
rather than two or three.
Because of this, Animarathon has
twice the amount of screening rooms
and more events going on at one time,
Edwards said.
"It's a great opportunity for those
who can't afford to go out west," said
Erin Lillie. vice president of the club.
Animarathon isfreetothepublicand
is funded by last years Animarathon,
raffle tickets and various sponsors.
Raffle tickets will be sold for 50 cents

CAMPUS
BRIEF

BIKES

Two students charged
with hazing pledges

forced to create a new route
starting in Tipp City.
She wants another route
next year too.
Although Robinson was
stressed at first everything
came together and full attention could be placed on publicity and fundraising.
Uniacke said this year they
put out banners and spread
the word through friends and
classmates to draw more attention to this charity.

Two University students and members
of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity have
been charged with hazing
Fraternity President Jordan Archer
and junior pledge Keith White, are being
charged. Hazing is a misdemeanor offense
that could carry up to $250 in fines and up
lo 50 days in jail
According to campus police reports.
Greek Life Director Ron Binder witnessed
Archer and White screaming at four fraternity pledges, slapping their bare chests and
striking them with a wooden paddle at a
Campbell Hill apartment in February
The two students were charged on
Monday

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

From Page 1

AUTHOR
From Page 1
booths set up where attendees
can visit and interact through
activities, McDonald said.
"It's something for families
to share together," she said. "It
brings people on campus and
makes literacy fun."
Kellogg's books will be available to purchase at the event,

"It's a great opportunity
for those who can't
afford to go out west."

WEDNESDAY
3:35 P.M.
An iPod was reported stolen from a
classroom the Education Building.
7:52 P.M.
Frank A. King, of South Euclid,
Ohio, was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia and possession
of marijuana. Gerald David Little,
of Saginaw. Mich., was cited for
possession of marijuana. Angela D.
Gam. of Mentor, Ohio, was cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia.

Erin Lillie | Vice President of anime club
and ticket holders will have the
chance to win over 50 prizes,
including various anime
series DVDs and a
Nintendo DS.
The group hopes
their convention will keep
growing and they will be
able to bring in special
guests, like voice actors,
directors and script
writers, to future
conventions.
Edwards encourages everyone
who is interested in East Asian
culture or who wants to expand their
borders beyond the United States to
check out the event.
Activities will take place from
10 a.m. to midnight tomorrow
in Olscamp Hall.
"It's a day to get together and have
fun," Edwards said.

"Our public relations have
really worked," said Robinson.
"People lined up around the
third floor of the Union to register. It was the greatest thing 1
ever saw, we even had to make
more tickets."
There were so many bikers
who wanted to participate the
committee cut off registration
at 100 bikers.
This is the most attention
the event has gotten, said both
Robinson and Uniacke.
"It was something that went
unnoticed before and we've
really tried to push it to the
whole BGSU community," said

"All we want to do is
engage children
in reading at a
young age."
Bnenne Cummings | Grad student
as well as other author's.
Nanna's
Bookstore of
Perrysburg will have a store-

"People lined up
around the third
floor of the Union
to register."
Michelle Robinson
Bikes lor Tikes chair
Robinson.
Will Zulauf, junior, noticed
the hype this year and wanted
to take part in the trip.
"I considered signing up,"
said Zulauf. "But I didn't make
it to the Union until later and
front set up in the BTSU for
attendees to purchase books
by Kellogg and other authors.
"All we want to do is engage
children in reading at a young
age," Cummings said.
The event is being hosted
by the Martha Gesling Weber
Reading Center, School of
Teaching and Learning and
the College of Education and
Human Development and is
free admission.

11:32 P.M.
Five juvenilos were discovered
partying inside a vacant house on
Sandpiper Lane. Police said alcohol
and a glass pipe were on a table and
marijuana was found in the pocket
of one subject. Police said a copy of
the police report would be sent to
the juvenile prosecuter's office for
possible charges

THURSDAY

by that time it was too late."
Bikes for Tikes began eight
years ago when the Sigma
Chi Fraternity did it as their
own fundraiser for Dance
Marathon.
Once the fraternity left
BGSU, Dance Marathon
picked it up and it has been a
part ever since.
Bikes for Tikes has been a
part of Dance Marathon for
the last three years and has
raised over $40,000 in that
time, said Robinson.
The bikers will have a sendoff at 5 p.m. today at the BGSU
Ice Arena.

The

Office

12:01 A.M.
Thomas Wheeler, 19, of Gibsonburg.
Ohio, was observed riding a bicycle,
discarding it in a bush and walking
away. Police said he was found in
possession of knives, wire snips, alien
wrenches and batteries and was
arrested for (heft and possession of
criminal tools. A juvenile was also
arrested with Wheeler for theft and
possession of criminal tools.
12:32 A.M.
Alexander Lee Zimmerman, 21, of
Bowling Green, was cited for drug
abuse of marijuana. Kaitiin Margaret
Dahleen. 22, of Ellyn. III., was
cited for possession of marijuana.
Benjamin A. Zimmerman, 19, of
Piqua. Ohio, was cited for underage
under the influence of alcohol

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list

quote off the day...

"/ keep various weaponry strategically placed around the
office. I saved Jim's lite with a can of pepper spray I had
velcrowed under my desk. People say, oh it's dangerous to
keep weapons in the home, or the workplace. Well I say, it's
better to be hurt by someone you know, accidentally, than
by a stranger, on purpose." - Owight Shrule

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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GET A LIFE

WHAT THE BLEEP?

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some e*nK lalen from events bqiu edu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #9: "BFA Senior
Thesis Exhibit"
130 and 131 Union - Gallery space

7 - 8:3C p.m
Falcon Forensics Showcase
Gish Film Theatre. Hanna Hall

7 - 9 p.m
|
Invisible Children Screening
117 Olscamp

n
"Fat Pig" by Neil LaBute
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University

THERESA SCOn . THE 6G NEWS

Hall

STRANGE FRIENDS: Michael Ellison, and Truman Chambers Mm a scene for the studeni film "The Boy Next Door"

Controversial short film
shot in town by film student
By Adam Louil

"The idea of [the] film is more

Reporter

lunlor Film Student Gregor
Schmidingw has seen moviemaking potential in Bowling
Green as he prepares to submit his short film to several
film festivals.
The concept of a film about
a male prostitute, a father and
a son may be alarming to some
viewers, but Schmidinger
lakes a potentially controversial image and turns it into a
story ol friendship.
I he Boy Next Door" tells the

story of a growing bond between
10-year-old lustinand maleprostilute Mark, who is being played
by Michael lillison of'Law and
Order, Criminal Intent",
In the film, Justin and his
father. Mr. Brown, are staying
at a hotel, lustin wakes from
a nightmare and goes to his
father's room and discovers
his father is gone, Mark is in
his place.
"The main idea was the idea
of two people running into each
other who usually don't see each
other." Schmidinger said. "I
Ibuiltl the idea around that very
awkward moment"
The story continues as a dialogue between lustin and Mark,
both of whom confide in each
other their own insecurities.
Mark suffers from an anxiety disorder and depends on
pills, while lustin wrestles with
ins parent's recent divorce and

controversial than finished product.
[Viewers] won't be too threatened by it
when they hear about the general storyline."
Sophia Woodward | Photography Director
the sense of abandonment that
came with it. Miller said.
"IMark and Justinl just needed someone to be their friend,
not wanting anything beyond
that," said Christopher Miller,
film professor and script advisor
for the film.
What made Schmidinger s
film rare was the fact that it
was a complete story told in
seven pages of script, Miller
said. Most short films express
an idea without a complete storyline, he said.
The storyline and film, however, were not created overnight.
According to his production
blog. http://theboynextdoorfilm.blogspot.com, Schmidinger
was to write a short-film script
over winter break, finishing the
outline while at home in Austria
on New Year's Day and finishing
the first draft of the script a few
days later.
He posted his unfinished
script on backstage.com and the
print edition had received 100
applications in two weeks. He
then narrowed the applicants
to 30 and met with them in New

York City for auditions.
The film, presently in its final
editing stages, was shot last
weekend at the Best Western on
Wooster Street. It was shot on a
budget of about $1,300, according to the film's blog.
Schmidinger said he is unsure
whether or not he will show the
film at the University, but plans
to have the film completed by
the end of April.
"The idea of |the| film is
more controversial than finished product," Photography
Director Sophia Woodward said.
"|Viewers| won't be too threatened by it when they hear about
the general storyline. When you
see the film, you will get the real
meaning and be entertained."
"(The film's message is] there
are more important things than
money or a job, and you might
find friends in strangest places,"
Schmidinger said.
Schmidinger said he plans
to submit the film to 20 to 30
film festivals. More information about Schmidinger's work
can be found at www.gregorschmidinger.com.

8pm
Blown Away! The Wild
World of Weather
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

i

\ ..

SCRATCHING: 0J What the Bleep, otherwise tnown as Brian Scavo warms up
the audience m the Union before open mic night put on by the student organization
Freedom. Their next open mic night held monthly, will be Thursday the 10th, at 9pm

9:50 -1' p.m.
UAO presents "Walk Hard"
206 Union - Theater

Coalition holds panel to discuss
issues affecting University students
by Kate Snydor
Reporter

The coalition of the Committee
Advancing Racial tiquulity
organized a panel discussion last night to encourage
students to talk about issues
affecting them.
Instead of speaking about
international issues, topics
for discussion were focused
on what was happening at the
University, such as rollover,
racism and homophobia.
Issac Quinones, a committee
member for the Ethnic Studies
Center, spoke first about trying
to get a service started to help
minority students find organizations io participate in.
There are problems with
minorities feeling outcasted
and not finding things to do
after classes, Quinones said.
But he also pointed out that
this was not to dismiss nonminority students.
The Ethnic Studies Center
meets every Sunday at 5 p.m.
in the multiculture room
in the Union, and it's try-

ing to expand and get more
students involved.
"Really, it's not going to happen unless we get a lot more
students coming and fighting
for this." Quinones said.
loelle Ruby Ryan, one of the
founders of Transcendence,
spoke next about gender discrimination on campus.
"We started because there
was a real lack of visibility.''
Ryan said.
The group is trying to get
gender-neutral restrooms in
every building on campus,
as well as gender-neutral
housing options.
"We're not being met
halfway with the administration," Ryan said, and
described how transgender
students are being discriminated against on campus.
"These are issues that
people need to know about."
Ryan said. "We're working to
eradicate gender roles because
they're oppressive."
Ryan also said society thinks
"gender-varient people are
disposable," and something

should be done to keep discrimination in check.
Mike Martinez, member
of the Latino Student Union,
Spoke about start inga coalition
consisting of all the leaders of
the organizations on campus.
"I began to try to find a reason for all the negatives in the
world," Martinez said. "The
common denominator is disunity." If students had unity
and support they could make
all the changes they talk about,
he said.
Martinez said the coalition
would discuss the definition of
racism and the history of race.
"You have to work for unity, it
just doesn't come about." said
Errol Lam, one of the leaders
of CARE.
The organization I III I .DOM
also spoke about University
Dining Services and rollover.
Lam said it's important for
students to keep fighting for
their rights at the University.
Try to win one battle at
first," Lam said. "You have to
win the final battle by winning
battles here and there."

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com
lllllllllllllllllllllll
Houses & Duplexes
251 S. Church

308 N. Enterprise

Upper Duplex
Victorian Home
$550.00 per month
plus all utilities

Large Yard
$745.00 per month
plus all utilities

339 N. Maple
2 Bed House
Close to City Park
$650.00 per month
plus all utilities

NEW1WE
Rentals

2 Bed

125 Clay St. #A
Lower Duplex/Downtown
Close to City Park
$570.00 per month
+$30 Gas/Electric
Free Water/Sewer

332 South Main Slreel
Bowling Green Ohio. 43-10?
419.352.5620
swlovererflals.com

University Village
& University Courts
1520 Clougri Street

119.354.1 501

EGGSTRAVAGANZA
SIGN A LEASE WITH l S
IN THE MONTH OF MARCH
AND
YOU PICK \\ 11.\ I Ylll'R
SECURITY DEPOSIT Will BE
BY SELECTING
ONE OF OUR
SPECIAL EASTER EGGS!

1

FORUM

"He hung his head. He didn't say a word, he just hung his head." - Bowling Green
Police Division Detective Justin White, describing Himanshu Patel, 27, after Patel's arrest
Monday as part of a sex predator sting operation [see story, pg. 1].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Giga Pets."

What was your favorite toy from the 1990s? [see story, p. 7]
"I was into Toy

" 'Sonic the

Story,' I had my Buzz

Hedgehog' on Game

Lightyear action

Gear."

figure"

£?

VALERIE MORRIS.
Sophomore, Btology

BRANDON STEEL.
Freshman. Visual
Communications Tech.

REBECCA MOSES.
Junior. Biology
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" Super Mario 64.'"

^

Have your own take on
loday's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion for
VINCE PROVENZALE,
Sophomore. International
Business

OUR VIEW

IT'S ALL IN YOUR HEAD | A LOOOK AT MENTAL HEALTH

Forget the guns - should BG
Undead even be on campus?
k

For women, fairy
tales are just that

We're for universities as a place where
ideas collide, and where from thai collision you learn something new.
[his collision is totally different tram the one
where a zombie, in hot pursuit of a human, upends
us mi thewaj to class.
BG Undead rhej ofthe humans and zom-

our—education?

and-orange Nerf guns? lit '< Undead is convinced it
doesn't

YOU
Does it contribute to sell
DECIDE
expression? Creativity? Political
Do you think BG
protest?
We're really struggling for jus- Undead should get their
Nerf guns back'Should
tifications here. Please, help us
they even ptay here at
out and maybe we'll be more
ail'Send an e-mail to
passionate about your toys.
thenews@bgnewscom
You might say "well,
and tell us what you
shouldn't we ban ultimate
think, or post feedback
l-risbccoi playingcatchV'l hose on our Web site
don't have anything to do with
learning either!"
Very true. Hut none of those activities intrudes
into our ability to leant like H( I Undead.
No one plays Irisbee in Olscamp's hallways. BG
Undead runs by us. startles us and distracts us.

We're not sure. Hut we think this'controversy* is

So we think the burden ol proof is on BG Undead.

hii's has raised quite a Itiv- this week ahout the
i itmersiiy barring them from using Nerf guns in
their game,
Parents are concerned about any kind of guns
on campus in the wake of shootings on college
campuses, tensions are high, and die University is
understandably nervous.
I Iocs that iustily taking aua\ bright yellow

only hinting at another question lit < t Indeed needs
to answer i low old are you?
Perhaps that's a bit harsh. Hut on what grounds
can the) possjbt) justifj playing this game on a uni\ ersity campus? I low does it contribute to their — or

"I don't need to be

m 1

"Godwin's Law", written by
Mike Godwin, an Internet
attorney and author, states
that: "As a Usenet discussion
grows longer, the probability ol
a comparison involving Nazis
or I litler approaches one."
I he idea is that occasionally such comparisons to
Nazis or Hitler are valid, so
to preserve their impact and
appropriateness, one should
avoid using them.
Kudos to Sean Martin for
cutting out the formalities and
dropping the "H-bomb" outright ["Barack's backers are the
lowest ol'low," March 2(>|.
Perhaps now the real discussion can begin: 1 agree that
charisma alone doth not a
politician make, but let's tone
down the finger-pointing and

Obamarant.
Though my opinions of
()bama greatly differ from Sean
Martins, that is not my problem.
I have a problem with columnists who do nothing more than
rant about topics they know
nothing about.
As a loriiici columnist for
my high school paper, I was
taught to back up my opinions
with facts and or quotes, I can
tell you this column would not
even have made it into my high
school paper — arid this is college, folks.
I didn't realize Hie lid News
printed rants and raves about
ideas thai arc not backed up by
support within the column. This
column would have been more
effective had Sean used solid
sources rather than vague, possibly unreliable ones.
The end result is a column
that is nothing more than dribble which in the end will have no
effect upon anyone. This column
has changed my opinions — not
about BarackObama but in Sean
Martin's writing ability.
—Nathan Floom
livslmiwi. CreatiivWriiing

scare tactics,
It could be that what we've
had to work with lately in the
realm of politics for years and
years are people so un-charjsmaticand unappealing that
anyone else looks like a firecracker—and a skilled public
speaker must look like a holy
terror (worse than Mao. or

even Hitler!),
The column's headline chosen by BG News staff is aimed
at "backers" of liarack Obama.
Granted, those in the column
are of a higher profile than

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419 572-6966
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

your average college student
who dons an "Obama '08" button, but the implication is that
anyone who "backs" Obama is
among the "lowest ofthe low."
After the reader is insulted
for his or her beliefs, he or she is
treated to a directionless tirade
full of anger and insecurity
aimed at the author's (presumably) least favorite politician,
followed by an indictment
of charisma and charismatic
speakers who don't follow the
writer's ideology.
The result of this team effort
is a trip through a jumbled,
finger-pointing mess that drags
everyone who reads it through
the same muck.
Were the writer a charismatic
one himself. I suppose by his
logic 1 should be worried. Were
I to take the content of this
author's character as conveyed
through his writing style, 1
would have to assume he was
nothing more than a divisive,
mudslinging sensationalist.
I think we can all agree that
that's quite a few rungs below
most liarack supporters, and
to call him such a thing I
would simply be repeating the
same mistake.
I'll choose, then, to
announce that I don't think
he's the anti-Christ — I think
he's a concerned citizen who
cares about who runs
his country.
In light of this, I think I can
perhaps redirect his sentiment
in a more positive, constructive way: I would ask everyone
to judge their politicians and
leaders on the basis of their
ideas and contributions, not
solely on t he fact t hat t hey a re
charismatic. After all, we don't
want another Hitler.
— Matthew Koogler
Senior, PhysicalEducation
Teacher Education

SLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog (or the latest in BG
athletics

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

Fairy tales are also routinely offering up false realities about social standards
of courtship and behavioral
practices for women and
men alike.
In a compelling essay by
Louise Bernikow, "Cinderella
: Saturday Afternoon at
the Movies." Bernikow
focuses on the influence of
certain fairy tales, notably
Cinderella, on the formation
of certain gender-specific
roles in adolescent girls.

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com *
Web site: http://www.honews.com

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Pnone: (419) 372-2606

certainly not going
because nobody has
'found' me yet."
Bernikow analyzes the
behavior of women in fairy
tales, paralleling these
behaviors to those of modern
women.
Despite the modernization
of courtship and relationship standards. I have many
friends who still pine for their
"Prince Charming" to come
and sweep iheni off their feet.
Personally, to be frank. I feel
the "Prince Charming" myth
is a load of bull.
I don't need to be "rescued"
and I'm certainly not going to
sit around moping because
nobody has "found" me yet.
Relationships are not a game
of hide and seek.
Bernikow writes about
this notion ofthe "Prince
Charming" when she says.
"Someday my Prince will
come. Women will not save
her: they will thwart her.'"
This is an expression ofthe
belief that only men can save
women. Other women cannot
be of any aid to her. in this life.
This automatically removes
See ALLY | Page 5

curious.
In the midst of hanging out,
telling a joke, cuddling and

what have you I wondei to
myself: how long will this last?
What day. if any. will l>e the last
day we feel this way?
Is this the last time we will
S|XIHI time logcther?T'he last
SeeHYtTOMIPageS

"I feel that campus is not the place for

BG Undead has been involved
in the hubbub of recent news.
The news and the game's
vibrant present eon campus
caused me to ponder when I last
saw any other student group
running through campus.
Yes, the juggling club occasionally stakes out a spot on
the sidewalk to juggle and
sometimes organizations
band together to go paint the
rock, but no one else has such
an on-campus presence as
does-BG Undead.
I haven't seen the hockey
team shooting pucks between
students' legs or body slamming
other players right in front of
my psych class. Unless I go to
the ice arena, it's not likely I'll
see a hockey game on campus.
I lowever, all I need to do is step
outside of my dorm to witness
zombies running after humans.
When BG Undead took place
last semester, it didn't bother me
at first.
I didn't have a problem with
it until 1 was on my way to
class and eight people would
suddenly run out from behind
a building.
Or when I witnessed a
participant pointing two
Nerf guns at every person he

guns, real or fake."

CANDICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY. CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR

walked past lincludingme)
when clearly HH percent of
the students on that sidewalk
were not wearing armbands.
I hiring the week or so when
lit I Undead took place, I remember not being surprised toward
the end of the game if I happened to see six people walk into
one of my classes with huge yellow iuid orange guns strapped to
their belts.
I propose this situation: What
if someone had brought an actual gun into my classroom?
Taking into account a real gun
would not be flashy colors like
yellow and purple, would I have
been surprised to see it? Would
I have even noticed it? Or woukl
I have ignored it, not giving it a
second thought?
I find it to lie alarming that
I could ever get used to seeing
guns around, fake or not.
During a time period in which
Northern Illinois-like shootings
on no longer unusual events,
I think it would be irresponsible ofthe University to not
respond to Nerf guns. If during
the BG Undead game an actual
school shooting took place, the

KRISTENMOONEY, COPY CHIEF
CHRIS VOLOSCHUK, SPORTS EDITOR
-

CHRISiY>HNSOHSPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

University would (figuratively)
get kicked in the face by comments from angry students, professors, parents, and alumni who
would say. "Why did you ever let
all those students run around
with fake guns?"
I feel that campus is not the
place for guns, real or fake.
Some say. "What is the world
coming to when we can't use
Nerf guns?"
Try going into a plane Or
near the nation's capital with a
Nerf gun and see what they say.
When BG Undead is allowed to
be played there, then I say, "Let
them have Nerf guns!"
— Paul Ikilsky is ajreslunan
majoring in AYA Integrated
Language Arts. Hespoiulto his
column at thenews<i'lbgiiews.corri
WE VE GOT A BLOG!
Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting:
bgnewsforum.blogipot.com
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It has always fascinated me
how feelings change over time.
One minute you might be
laughing with it person, and
the next you may hate them
("I late" is strong word, so let's
say "strongly dislike" insteatll.
Or perhaps you believe you are
"in love" with a person, or at
least like them very much, and
a few months or a few years
later you're no longer speaking.
There ore those select lew
people who you know will be
in your life forever. Likewise,
there are what I call "drifters."
They come into your life and
make a substantial impact,
and then just as quickk .is
they came into your life the]
leave it.
Whenever I am with a
person I find myself thinking
about these things. I am not
trying to be pessimistic, just

PAUL OALSKYI GUEST C0LUMNIS1

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR

ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR

friends,
real space

Nerf toys still resemble guns

STEPHANIE 6UIGOU.DESIGN EDITOR

210 West Hall
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conception.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated dairy
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

■ BIANKARTZ

Fairy tales, finely-woven fantasies of inspiration and wonder, have been told as bedtime
tales to children as a means of
delightful entertainment.
Three ofthe most famous
fairy tales are "Cinderella,"
"Snow White" and "Sleeping
Beauty;" all enchanting tales
that centralize their plots
around a damsel in distress,
a helpless lady who needs to
reach fulfillment through the
daring rescue of a prince.
This has been the commonplace interpretation of fairy
tales for as long as such fantasies have endured, although
with the rapid modernization
of thought and storytelling,
new interpretations have been
offered as supplements, even
replacements, to this standard

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I am writing in regards to the
column titled "Barack's backers
are the lowest of low" IMarch
26|. This column is nothing
more that an anti-communist/

Real

to sit around moping

Where does Ht i t Indeed stand?

...and only plunged itself
into mudslinging

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

'rescued' and I'm

1 )isiractions aren't always bad. Sometimes we get
distracted by really important things.
Hut sometimes we need to get rid of the distractions that apart so important.

Sean Martin's column
didn't have any facts...

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
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the growing gay community
from the picture. What if one
woman is simply looking for
her "Princess Charming"?
Bernikow, like myself, asks:
Why can't a woman's social
network of female friends and
family be her saving grace?
Bernikow identifies another
point that I only realized
when reading her article. That
is fairy tales identify men as
unreachable and powerful,
distant bodies of knowledge
holding wisdom unbeknownst
to women. Painting women as
being incapable of holding any
form of tangible knowledge.
Bernikow then delves into
the historical roots of the story
by bringing up parallels of

HYLTON
From Page 4

time we speak? Not only is
there the question of how long
it will last, but also with whom
will it last?
The logical explanation, and
the truthful one, is that events
take place over time which cause
distance between people (physically or emotionally). As time
goes by people lose contact, they
forget to call, they meet new
people, they move away, etc.
These are easy answers.
However, those answers alone
do not, to me, satisfy the
question.
I suppose what I wonder
is why time and distance are
enough to sever relationships.
In this case by relationships
I mean friendships, for the
most part, though it could also
apply to some "romantic"
relationships.
I believe that while outside
factors play a part in pulling people apart, the people
involved are the primary cause.
There are many ways now
to communicate with people.
Therefore it almost takes effort

archetypal fairy tale behavior
from the past. Bernikow discusses the idea of witchcraft,
"ancient female magic," the
witch being a woman who possessed power, "opposition to
the world of the King... She
had to be controlled."
This expresses the idea that
historically men have been
on a constant crusade to keep
women in their control. As
if women of power are to be
viewed as wild individuals with
no restraint.
These ideas promote notions
that women with power may
not be able to control themselves or to the handle the
responsibility bestowed upon
them, which to me is a ridiculous notion.
Cinderella and other "damsel
in distress" fairy tales are creating false ideas about romantic

relationships, friendships and
gender roles into the psyches of
adolescent girls. This concept
that women need to be saved,
need to be rescued by a prince
and absolutely need a man to
be complete is, in my opinion,
one of the greatest fallacies of
the human race.
Unfortunately, it's a circular argument, because there
is some truth in the idea that
women are constantly "being
awful to each other," not to
mention women are "preoccupied with the way they look.
They are obsessed with their
mirrors, straining to see what
men would see."
I could carry on for days
about the destructive nature of
fairy tales, but when it was all
over I still feel like a hypocrite
because I personally practice
the unnecessary ritual of

"Emotionally, we should never let go of our
friends. We should fight to keep
those people close to us, even if that is
physically impossible."
to lose communication with an
individual.
Many times, at least from my
experience, distance is perpetuated due to lack of initiative. I
have often put off calling a
friend or sending them a letter
because I find something "more
important" to do.
What is more important?
Homework? Watching a movie?
Facebook? Are these activities
worth losing a person who is in
your life?
Now, this is not meant to
condemn a person for watching a movie or for educating
themselves. But, these things
can add up.
If you continue to procrastinate with a friendship, you will
lose it. Unlike some "projects," if
you wait until the last minute to
try and make a friendship something wonderful and real, it will
not work (in most cases).

Friendships are just about the
most important thing a person
can gain in their lifetime. So
why do we not give them higher
priority, and certainly more
effort, to ensure their success
and continuance?
I often wish I could hold on to
moments. When I'm spending
time with a friend, a boyfriend,
whoever, I do not want that
moment to end.
The reason is not always
because I'm extremely happy at
that given time, but because I
know that once that person and
I part the rest of the world can
come in and tear us apart. Or
they will forget to call me back,
or I will make plans with someone else.
1 have held hands with men
before (I'm pretty cool like that)
and thought about how much I
did not want to let go. Letting go
is such a symbolic way of look-

2 Bedroom Duplexes
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spending hours in front of the
mirror trying to primp and
mask myself for the world outside.
With all things considered,
though, when we examine fairy
tales, what are our daughters
truly learning?

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

3

Columns from Le'Matqunita
Lowe and Greg Chick.
Schedule subject to change

1

ing at this situation.
There is, of course, the physical separation (physically releasing the other hand), but also the
emotional detachment.
That is, once you let go of
that other person you have
lost all "control." The situation, the future, is no longer in
your hands.
That sounds a bit creepy. I do
not mean that you should never
let a person go. First, that is kidnapping. Second, it would just
be awkward.
All I'm saying is that in those
moments I know that eventually
we will let go. We will part. The
hope is that later on I will see
that person again. But will 1?
Emotionally, we should never
let go of our friends. We should
fight to keep those people close
to us, even if that is physically
impossible.
Physical distance and time
should never be enough to pull
people apart. The only thing that
has the power to truly separate
friends is, in most every case, the
friends themselves.
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school year
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School Psychologists
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The Office of Campus Activities sa/s:

TO ALL INVOLVED WITH

DANCE MARATHON yS
(

We are broad of (/our hare/work!

Dance Marathons nationwide have raised
millions since 1955. This money can be spent for:
261 REPAIRED HEARTS
Repairing a heart valve in a child averages $65,000.
MgftHMB

17 MILLION SMILING CHILDREN
Children's Miracle Network is the only organization to touch the lives of over
17,000,000 children that go through its hospitals.
1,093 BRAIN MRIS
A MRI of the brain and brain stem to find tumors and other abnormalities costs $16,000.
243 LIVES WITHOUT CANCER
The average treatment for a child with cancer costs $75,000.

i

■

426 NICU BEDS
BBHL.
These state of the art beds cost over $41,000.
A well-equipped neonatal intensive care unit needs 15-20 beds.

i

■■■■■■■•-■•'-•■■•':■
■

■

Wl
i

• 76 BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTS •
A bone marrow transplant to treat sickle cell anemia or leukemia averages $223,000
In 1 2 years BGSU Dance Marathons have donated 1.5 million
dollars to the Childrens Miracle Network

Interested in Helping?
STOP BY DANCE MARATHON
We love to have people stop by and find out more
about Children's Miracle Network.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Our website tells you how to visit us at the event, watch live footage,
or even donate online thru the BGSU E-store. Our website is located at:
http://www.bgdancemarathon.com

See you at DANCE MARATHON 2008
Tomorrow 10am thru Sunday 6pm
at the Student Recreation Center
V

Dancer & MorcdJ^egistSHfcn at ^■HTf na
For more information call 419-372-0530
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL
Howard's
Tonight at Howard's
Club H.Afro-funk band
NOMO. of Michigan, will
perform with Algernon.
Cover charge is $10 and
the show starts at 9 p.m.

•omtrOMATOESCOM
HOMELESS MEDIATOR: Dnllbit. played by Own Wilson, becomes ihe bodyguard to
sludenl victims in a high school's clash between the dorks and the bullies

Talk Music Show
On Sunday at the UCF on

Bodyguard fails to develop
friendship, promotes violence

Thurstin. Listener Project
wrtl perform at 7 p.m.
following a pot luck
dinner at 6:15. Bring

By Aaron Half farldl

food to share or come

Reviewer

hungry. Donations will be
accepted. Check out www.

It's been only half a year since
the success of the Seth Rogen's
scripted comedy "Superbad" took
audiences by a stonn of laughter.
It was a light-hearted story about
two high school buddies putting their relationship to the test
before they embark
on the
college journey.
With similar themes of
high school
outcasts,
Rogen went
on to tell
the story of
two grade
school
buddies
about to
embark
on the

myspace.com/listenerpro-'
ject for more information.

TOLEDO AREA
Zenobia Shrine
Circus
Today through Sunday,
the 57th annual family
circus for all ages will hit
the big top at the Seagate

THE

Centre. Featured acts
include jugglers, acrobats,
elephants, tigers and
clows. Regular tickets are
S15 and $25 for VIP

.

high school world. Its hardly a
change in scenery but when
the story tosses in a low-budget
homeless bodyguard for the boys,
one wonders if it's a shot at brilliancy or just a feeble attempt of
copycat success.
Iris name is Drillbit Taylor. The
character, played by Owen Wilson,
is the epitome of a slacker. Being a
DRILLBIT
I One star out of four I Letter
Grade: D
I Rated PG-13 for crude sexual references throughout,
strong bullying, language,
drug references and partial
nudity.
I Runtime: 102 min.
I Starring: Owen Wilson.
Nate Hartley, and Troy
Gentile
I Directed by Steven Brill

seating. Call (419)2429981 for tickets.

Bowling Green's best beef

Wicked toys that
defined a decade

Great American
CleanUp
Tomorrow from 9 a.m.noon at the Erie Street
Market, volunteer to clean
up the city of Toledo,

By Alitu O'Neill

organized by Keep

Reporter

Toledo/Lucas County
Beautiful. Volunteers pick
a designated area to clean
and will be supplied with
gloves and bags.
PASTIMES:
Toys such as Giga
pels, above. Creepy Crawler

ELSEWHERE

Machines, below, and Furbies, lower
right, were popular toys in the '90s.

Cleveland
. The Mercury Lounge in
the Warehouse District is
hosting their 8-year

This story highlights the toys we grew
up with Also popular were television shows such «s friends and
Dawson's Creek' This decade
also saw the rise of

anniversary party with
complimentary cocktails
from 9-11 p.m. Featuring
music from Mike Filly,
come visit the Mercury

The 1990s was the decade many current
collegestudentsgrewup in. Filled with boy
bands and the onset of pop divas, Disney
movies and arguably the best shows television will ever see, the '90s is a decade that
wont soon be forgotten. In addition to the
music, movies, and television, the toys of
the '90s also made a lasting impression on
those who grew up during that decade.
• Forget the hassle and mess of having
a real pet, toys in the '90s were all about
keeping children and parents happy with
faux pets. The computer-run pet craze
began with the release of virtual pets in the
later 1990s, beginning with Tamagotchi
and followed by Giga Pets.
Giga Pets and Tamagotchis were
handheld digital pets that
allowed users to interact with the creatures
using buttons to

Lounge No cover.
See TRENDS | Page 8

Excited fans welcome Ra Ra Riot at Howard's

THEY SAID IT

By Laura La* Caracciolo
Reporter

Is this chicken,
what 1 have, or is
this fish? I know
it's tuna, but it
says 'Chicken by

the Sea.™
-Jessica
Simpson

"This is the steak that everyone's
talking about,'' according to the
menu at Trotters.
And I believe if people aren't
talking about it, it's because they
haven't experienced The Brown
lug — or they may be vegetarian.
Hands down, it's the best steak
in Bowling Green. It's what you
can expect to find at a low-key,
hole-in-the-wall jointlikeTrotters.
The atmosphere is amazing. With
probably no more than 13 tables
packed snug under dim lights,
Trotters maintains its tavern feel
while at the same rime providing
a juicy menu and a fantastic dining experience. 1 actually don't
know too much about the menu
other than the Brown lug.
The Brown Jug includes a gallant cut of black angus top sirloin cooked and served on a hot
skillet and lathered in delicious
juices and topped with sauteed
onions and parmesan cheese.
Although the
cut of
meat
is just
fine,
the delicious
juices
the steak
isbathing
in is key.
And it is
also a wellkept secret.
I couldn't

really put my finger on the steak
sauce and won't try to describe
it, but I've never had anything
like it before and it's delicious.
When I asked the waitress what
was in the sauce, I swear the
entire restaurant grew silent. "I
can't tell you, it's a secret,'' she
said. "I would lose more than
just my job; they would seriously
kill me."
So I left it at that and just
enjoyed my meal. Sixteen and
10 ounce portions are available
and come served with a roll for
soaking up all the extra sauce,
fries and a salad of choice. The
Brown lug is reasonably priced,
only about S20 for the smaller
portion and nearly S25 for the
16 ounce.
If you're still not convinced
The Brown lug is the best steak
in Bowling Green, go to my food
blog at http://leastingwithfreddy.blogspot.com to see some
more steak photos that are so
delicious-looking they're borderline erotic. Or go to Trotters
on North Main Street, just near
the Cla-Zel Theatre, and indulge
in a jug yourself.

ENOCHWU I WBGNfWS
TAKE TO THE STAGE: Bassist Mathieu Santos and lead singer Wes Miles perform at
Howard's Club H on Monday. March 24 Their new release Wwuld be expected in the fall

I

i

As the music began. I looked
around at the crowd's faces
and could tell everyone was
thinking the same thing: this
band is amazing.
Ra Ra Riot played at Howard's on
Monday night and put on one hell
of a show. Stop Don't Stop opened
for the band and set the bar high
and Ra Ra Riot definitely delivered.
The band was formed in 2006
at Syracuse University in New York
and is comprised of six young talents, Wes Miles on vocals, Mathieu
Santos on bass, Cameron Wisch
on drums, Alexandra Lawn on

"Our Influences vary from classical to Kate
Bush to Paul Simon. We all listen to very
different stuff."
Rebecca Zeller I Violinist

cello, Rebecca Zeller on violin and
Milo Bonacci on guitar.
Bonacci met Zeller in class and
asked her to join a band he was
starting. Bonacci knew the other
members from school and the
students all came together and
formed the melodic, six-piece
group known as Ra Ra Riot.
There was a decent sized
crowd at Howard's; about 140-

50 people showed up for the
Monday night show.
The band seemed to have fun at
the bar. The guys played pool and
the giris set up the merchandise
table and talked to the fans.
"BG is really friendly and openminded," Lawn said about
the atmosphere.
See RIOT | Page 8
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TOP 10 DOWNLOADS FROM RUCKUS
"■I

SONG

'icture to Burn

'Run Fatboy Run' darts to
the si ver screen to<

ARTIST
Taylor Swift Deluxe Edition

i Taylor Swift

By Joe Cunningham

Taylor Swift

Taylor Swift

Our Song

Leona Lewis

Bleeding Love

Bleeding Love

Taylor Swift

r

icd Together With A Smile

Taylor Swift

,

jnould Have baid No

Taylor Swift

Taylor Swift

Mary's Song [Oh My. Oh My]

aylor bwift

Taylor Swift

My Wish

Rascal Flatts

Me and My Gang

Don't Stop the Music

Rihanna

Good Girl Gone Bad

Chris Brown [Feat. T-Pain]

The Way Are

Exclusive

Timbaland [Feat. Keri Hilson: D.O.E]

TRENDS
From Page 7
perform tasks such as feeding
and playing with (he pets. The
kcychain design made them
perfect companions for kids,
and Giga Pets offered a wide
variety of digital pets, including (bmpu Kitty, Digital Doggie,
Micro Cnbnp and Bit (litter
freshmen Emily Van Vlerah
and Amanda Hawkey both
ivniiinbcr owning Tamagotchis
and tliga IH.'ls, but had mixed
feelings about the toys,
"I thought they were annoying because you had to play
with them 24/7." Van Vlerah
commented.
I lawkey disagreed slightly and
said, "I played with them on the
bus. It was a good, quiet activity,"
Ginlinuing the trend of electronic pels, Tiger Electronics
released the robotic Fumy in
1998, which sold more than 40
million units in the three years of
its original production. What set
the lurbies apart was their ability to communicate with each
other, as well as their ability to
leant English in addition to their
native tongue of furbish.

Shock Value

Van Vlerah recalls I'urbies, machine, but boy did I want
but says that she thought they one. It looked like something
VWR creepy and never owned I could use to scare my sister
one herself. Hawkey agreed that who doesn't like bugs."
The creature-based toy craze
Furbies were creepy, but said she
ciuled up acquiring one anyway. was only one of many toy crazes
"My aunt got a I'urby as a gag in the '90s. Who can forget other
gift," Hawkey said. "And she put classics like Polly Pockets, Pogs
it in our car when we left her or Skip-Its? No matter which toy
house in New Icrsey. So we had craze you bought into when you
to ride all the way home with were little, hanging onto those
that thing in our backseat mak- '90s classics might be a good
idea. You never know when you
ing weird noises."
While the faux pet craze was might want to take them out
directed more toward girls, and play with them again.
boys also witnessed a creature
craze during the '90s. Originally
released in the I9fi0s, Creepy
Crawlers made a comeback in
1992, delighting boys nationwide. Marketed as a great way
to scare mothers and sisters, the
nihbei bug making kit was a
greatly desired item among boys
in the'90s.
Freshman David Beck and
junior lulio Mata both remember wanting a Creepy Crawlers
machine for similar reasons.
"The commercials showed the
little boys using them to scare
the moms and sisters," Beck
MINI DOLLS: Owned by Mattel Polly
recalled. "1 wanted that power."
Mata agreed and said. "I Pocket toys hit the shelves in 1989 The
never had a Creepy Crawlers original toys came in pocket-sized cases.

ments make. The band's sound
is very distinctive and every
instrument comes together
From Page 7
reminding you of just how great
The band also enjoyed watch- music can be.
"Our influences vary from
ing opening act, Stop Don't
classical to Kate Bush to Paul
Stop.
"They were really good," Diwn Simon," Zellcr said. "We all lissaid. "They had great stage ten to very different stuff."
/filer's favorite bands are
presence and it was nice to hear
The National, The Whip and
something different."
Ra Ha Rio) is not signed in the Simian Mobile Disco while
U.S. but is signed in every other Lawn's favorite bands are
country to record label V2. Their Ceremony, The Virgins and
latest 1-P release, self-titled "Ha Vampire Weekend.
With all of the member's
lia Riot," came out in luly 2007.
It is only a six-track CD but it is influences meshed together, it
jam-packed with catchy beats creates their indie-rock sound,
and the amazing, unique addi- tlowever, 1 would have liked
to hear more background or
tion of the violin and cello.
It is amazing how much of even leading vocals from cello
a difference those two instru- player Lawn.

RIOT

When asked about exciting ideas for the future, Zeller
quickly expressed her desire to
tour in lapan.
"Who doesn't want to go to
lapan?" Zeller said.
To strive for such a great
opportunity is a good motivation to make it big and reach
their goal.
Ra Ra Riot is currently
on tour hitting major cities
including Chicago, 1A Seattle,
Denver, and San Francisco.
Also, make sure to keep your
eye out for their next release
expected in stores in late
August or September.
For more details on the
tour dates and the band,
check out their Web site at
www.rarariot.com.

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

The Gavel Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

The Key Yearbook Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

The Obsidian
2008-2009 Academic Year

Applications can be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5PM on Tuesday, April 8 in 204 West Hall

BGSU

BOWLING

Previewe'

JIVERSI'

RUNFATBOYRUNMOVIE COM

GAINING SPEED: Dennis, played by Simon
Pegg. tries to get in shape in order to run a
marathon to win back the affections of his enfiancee in this romantic comedy.

David Schwimmer gained fame
playing Ross on "Friends" for 10
years. Now he is trying to gain
that fame as a director, and this
week marks the premier of his
first big screen effort with the
release of "Run Fatboy Run."
The story follows Dennis,
played by Simon Pegg ("Shaun
of the Dead"), who has such
a problem with commitment
that he leaves his pregnant
fiancee at the altar. Five years
later, he looks to win her back
by completing a marathon and
showing her that he can, for
once in his life, finish something he started.
It's always easier for a firsttime director to make a good
movie when he has the benefit
of good writers to work with,
and Schwimmer has that in
film star Simon Pegg, whose
previous credits include the
cult classic "Shaun of the

Dead" and the sorely underrated "Hot Fuzz."
Aside from being a great
comedic writer, Pegg has a
down-to-earth quality that
gives him a connection to the
audience that few others can.
And backed with a talented
cast that he is familiar with, it
should make what was already
a good script even better.
The film itself was such a
big hit in England that it garnered a wide release this week
instead of the limited release
it was supposed to get in the
fall (maybe the first time a
movie delay turned out to be
a good thing).
"Run Fatboy Run" has the
chance to be the comedy hit
of the spring, much like "The
Full Monty" was in the early
'—90s. It has everything going
for it, so let's just hope David
Schwimmer can show the same
kind of talent behind the camera that he did in front of it for
nearly a decade.

DRILLBIT

HOUSES AVAILABLE

From Page 7

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

homeless man disguised as a
bodyguard, Drillbit cons three high
school freshmen who feel they
need protection from the school's
infamous bullies.
Even as the title character, it's
nearly impossible to garner a reason as to why Drillbit is so important. What the story does with
Drillbit is use him as a negative
promotion of violence for the high
school kids who are presumably
the target audience of the film.
Being a story about overcoming
the pressures and downfalls of high
school, Drillbit Taylor does nothing
to reconcile its overbearing sense
of adolescent violence.
Whatever relationship the filmmakers want you to believe the
boys have in the end of the film, it
becomes merely bogus among the
barrage of repugnant high school
behavior. "Superbad" taught
friends the meaning of a true
friendship no matter what the circumstance. Sadly, "Drillbit Taylor"
only teaches us to cowardly abandon friendships and use violence
as a means to overcome our fears.
Sorry, Seth Rogen, but that's hardly
the proper message to be sending
to the youth of our country.

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm St. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 pe' month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08-5/9/09

SOS Scott Hamilton - 4 bedrooms,
2 Baths Washer. Dryer. Central air.
$1100.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $1100.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008
710 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms
$690 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
lor storage. Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

Lease 8721/08 - 8/8/09

with children
welcome to apply for any
rental unit

831 Scott Hamilton Unil»A- Two
bedrooms $800.00 per month
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST ac.css from Taco Bell >

Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8 30 to 4:30
www.|ohnnewloverealestate.com
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SIDELINES

Playing the waiting game
HOCKEY
Whitmore signs
with NHL
BG senior forward Derek
Whitmore was signed to a
two-year deal by the NHL's
Buffalo Sabres. He will begin
playing immediately with
the Rochester Americans.
Buffalo's American Hockey
League Affiliate.

OLYMPICS
British, French
leaders meet to
discuss participation
British Prime Minister Godron
Brown and French President
Nicolas Sarkozy concluded a
two-day meeting yesterday
where they talked about a
possible French boycott of
Olympic opening ceremonies.
Page 10

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog to get
updates and info on
BG sports.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

BHiAN B0RNH0EFT

THE WAITING IS THE HARDEST PART: The BG baseball team has already hac eight games cancelled this season due to nasty weather and poor playing conditions.

TODAY
Baseball:
vs. Northern Illinois; 3 p.m.

BG baseball players trying to cope with high number of canceled games

Softball:
at Kent State; l p.m

TOMORROW
Baseball:
inois;3p.m.
Softball:
.".ilo; 2 p.m.
Men's Golf:
at Hoosier Invitational; All Day
Tennis:
vs. Northern Illinois; 1 p.m.
Gymnastics:
at MAC Championships: TBA
Track:
at Toledo Collegiate
Challenge; TBA

By Nat* Parsons

Reporte'

"There's no doubt this is probably getting
right up there as one of the worst years as

Mother Nature hasn't been too
kind to the BG baseball team.
Ivight games have been canceled
so far this season, including the six
games prior to Wednesday's game
against I indl.iy
In baseball, it's usually expected
that a couple games here and then?
will lx' canceled because ol wcath
er. but usually not to this extent.
There's no doubt this is probably getting right up there as one
of the worst years as far as cancellations, especially consecutive
game cancellations," said BG
coach Danny Schmitz.
"I think everyone is frustrated

far as cancellations, especially consecutive

tB
LvlLU

Northern
Illinois
Like BG, has
had six games
canceled.

game cancellations."
Danny Schmitz I BG baseball coach

with Mother Nature. To have six
straight games canceled, that gets
old in a hurry. We were hoping she
would be a little bit kinder to us,
especially since we're getting to the
latter part of March," he said.
The team is very disappointed
so many games — which won't
be rescheduled — have been can-

celed, as it was on a hot streak
before the layoff.
"We've been hot," senior captain
Nick Cantrdl said. "Our bats have
been really hot. We've been pitching really well and playing defense
really well."
"W/hen you're playing well, you
just want to get right back out there

and keep playing while you're' hot
because that's when you can go on
a good run," he said.
To keep the players focused, the
team has shorter practices and
even a fun activity or two.
On Tuesday, Schmitz surprised
the team by cutting practice short
and taking them all bowling
We tried to break things up and
See CANCELED | Page 10

BG BASEBALL'S
FORECAST:
2008 Season
Total number of games
played: 15
Number of games played in
Ohio (due to weather): 1
Games canceled so far: 8
Games remaining: 55
Next game: Northern Illinois
visits Warren Stellar Field this
afternoon at 5 p.m.. weather
permitting. The three-game
weekend series will be BGs
first conference games of the
young season.

SUNDAY
Baseball:
vs. Northern Illinois; 1 p.m
Softball:
a' Buffalo: 1 pm.

Men's Golf:
at Hoosier Invitational; All Day

OUR CALL
The List
The NBAs Western
Conference is tough-as-nails
and up for grabs. Today, we
list the West's five best teams.

1. L.A. Lakers Since
trading for Pau Gasol, the
Lakers have been the West's
No. 1 seed.

2. New Orleans
Hornets: Chris Paul could
be MVP this year.

3. San Antonio
SpurS: They're the
reigning champs.

4. Utah Jazz: A very,
very underrated team.

5. Houston Rockets:
They look pretty good
without Yao, and they had
thaf nice winning Stnfek.

Offensive line prospect found
dead in Jacksonvil e nome
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Heath
Benedict, a two-time Little AilAmerican offensive lineman
from Newberry College in South
Carolina, was found dead on a
couch in his home.
lacksonville police said
no foul play is suspected in
the death of the 24-year-old
Benedict, a 6-foot-6, 326pounder who finished up his
senior season in the fall and left
school to train for next month's
NFL draft. He was nine hours
short of a business degree.
Benedict took part in the
Senior Bowl in January, the
first Division II player to do so
since 2004, and was invited to
last month's NFL combine.
"He was a big, tough man,
but he had a very gentle heart,"
Newberry president Mick Zais
said. "He was a teddy bear."
Benedict, who redshirted at
Tennessee in 2002 before moving to Newberry, was a native
of the Netherlands. He played
high school football at the Peddie
School in Hightstown, N.I
lacksonville police spokesman
Ken Jefferson said Benedict's
body was taken to the medical

TONYWJAK
THAT'S ALL FOLKS: The Indians have spent spring training in Wmterhaven for the past 16 years. They will move to Arizona in 200°

MICHAEL CONROY

AP PHOTO

Tribe plays final game in Winter Haven

AT THE COMBINE: Offence line
man Heath Benedict runs for NFL scouts.
Benedict was a recent graduate of Newberry
College in South Carolina, and was a twotime Little All-American offensive lineman
No foul play is suspected in the 24-yearokfs death

examiner's office to determine
the cause of his death. He was
found dead Wednesday cTvening.

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP) —
Carlos Pena hit one of Tampa
Bay's three home runs and
the Rays beat Cleveland 9-7
in 10 innings yesterday in the
Indians' final spring game
in Florida.
Minor league infielder Andy
Gonzalez hit a grand slam for
the Indians, who extended

their 16-year stay at Chain of
Lakes Park by 30 minutes with
a ninth-inning rally to tie it at 5.
"It's always bittersweet
to leave a place, but times
change," Indians manager
Eric Wedge said. "There's a lot
of memories here."
The Indians are movingjto a
new $76 million spring train-

ing complex in Goodyear, Ariz.,
in 2009.
Thiswas no ordinary getawa\
day. Moving vans replaced
Cadillacs in the players' parking lot. Fans pleaded with players to sign one last autograph In
See FINALE | Page 10
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CANCELED
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gettrwaj Irom the monotony and
repetftiveness ol practicing and
l ibying ind«us, Schmitz saw.
"Ii kept the morale of the
team up and got us ready to no
tin Mfednesdayji" pitcher Brett
Browning said. *ll was fun."
When weather is an issue and
games are in doubt the team
practices ai Rerrj Field House.
I he team usually i;iki~. baiting
practice, does bullpen work and
infielders and outfielders are liii
grounders and fly balls.
Ifthe team doesn't have a game
the next clay it usually partiarpates

in what is called a "cage game,"
according to Cantrefl. hie pitchers gel in the batting rage with
the bailers, and il son of acts like a
simulated game, he said.
The team also utilizes the
I ieklTurfal Day) IVrrySt.idiitm.
After a short layoff, the falcons
(8-7) finally got to take the field
on Wednesday and pick up righl
where fhey leil off with their first
home win of the season.
The players were certainly
liapp\ to get away from the confines ot IVny field Mouse and
back onto the field.
"It was great being outside on
our home field and being ahle
lo get a win," Browning said. "It
was nice to get the rust out and

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

gel ready for Northern Illinois
[this weekend)."
"It Was awesome lo get outside."
CantreD said. "It was our first
home game and we had a good
number of fans come out even
though ii was a little chilly. It was
good lo go out and get a win, and
maylie the fans will keep coming
oul if we keep playing well. I was
pretty pumped and I think the
team was, KKI."
The Falcons plan oil opening
their Mid-American Conference
season this weekend with a
home series against Northern
Illinois. Bui with rain/snow in
the forecast, this weekend's
series could jusl be yet another
victim of Mother Nature.

Arroyo impresses in final preseason start
By Joe Kay
The Associated Press
SARASOTA, Ha - Branson
Arroyo approached his final
spring game as if it mattered,
then went out and pitched like
it yesterday, throwing seven
shutout innings during the
Cincinnati Reds' 5-1 victor) over
the Minnesota Twins.
Arroyo finished his solid

spring training by giving up onf)
three hits in seven innings. He
didn't walk a batter, and threw
65 strikes out ol his 89 pitches.
lacing an American League
team, he was able lo show his
stuff.
It's a team I don't have lo see
iluring the season, so I could
pitch like it was the first game
ut lite season and jusl throw KM)
percent." said Arroyo, who gave
up only 12 hits and two walks in
I?) innings this spring. "This is
probably the best I've ever fell in
spring bj far. My body's where
it needs to be, my stuff's there, I
feel strong."
Manager Dusts Baker raved

"This is probably
the best I've ever
felt in spring
by far."
Branson Arroyo | Reds pitcher
season form righl there. His
breaking ball was working, he
had good location on his last
ball. 1 le threw the hall great."
Ken Ciriffey Ir. hit his second
homer of spring training, a tworun shot off reliever IcsseCrain
in the sixth inning.
Right-hander Nick Blackburn
KEITHSRAKOCIC APPHOIO gave up three hits and one run
in five innings, an encouragDEALING: Reds starter Bronson Arroyo
ing showing for a rotation that
gave up only three hits in seven innings
might need him.
The Twins aren't sure
about the way his No. 2 slarter whether left-hander Francisco
I iriano. who missed last season
threw strikes with every type
after elbow surgery, will be on
of pitch.
the rosier lo open the season.
"Oh. man, he really had it
Blackburn is the likely replacegoing.' Baker said. "He had all
iiis pitches going. That's mid- ment if 1.iriano isn't ready.

Time Warner Cable Presents
i

WWE WRESTLEMANIA

MAT! DUNHAM

APPHOIO

EXPLAINING HIS CASE: British Prime Minister Gordon Brown (left) listens as French President Nicolas Sarkozy (righl) speaks to the
media yesterday Sarkozy has said he will consider boycotting the opening ceremony of the summer Olympics in Beijing. China.

Brown and Sarkozy meet to discuss
possible boycott of opening ceremony
By David Stringer
The Associated Press
LONDON — French President
Nicolas Sarkozy ended his
slate visit Thursday by stressing he could boycott the Beijing
Olympics' opening ceremony,
striking a rare note of conflict
with his hosts after Iwo days of
pomp, ceremony and promises
of a new era of cooperation..
Sarkozy and British Prime
Minister Gordon
Brown
showcased their friendship
during the French leader's :Hihour trip, sealing a multihillion-dollar defense deal, vowing to jointly press the United
Slates on climate change and
to curb the spread of nuclear
weapons technology.
Sarkozy said he and Brown
had worked "hand in glove"
since they both look office last
year, but acknowledged they are
divided over a possible! Hympics
boycott to punish China for its
crackdown on Tibetans, an idea

"I reserve the right to say whether I
will attend."
Nicolas Sarkozy | French President
that the French leader first raised
early in the week.
"1 reserve the righl to
say whether I will attend,"
Sarkozy said at a news conference at London's Emirates
soccer stadium.
He said that because Prance
will hold the rotating presidency
of the European Union during
the Beijing Olympics this summer, he must consult with the
rest of the27-mcmbci bloc before
making a decision. I -'ranee lakes
the presidency on July I
Brown insisted Britain will DO)
boycott the Olympics. He plans
to attend the closing ceremony
and to carry out ceremonial
duties, because London is host
for the 2012 Olympics.
It was a rare point of discord.

Sarkozy offered an effusive
speech Wednesday lo a joint silling of the House of Commons
and House of Lords praising
Britain's role in countering the
threat ol fascism in liurope.
Following the leaders' talks
at the soccer arena Thursday,
Airbus parent company IADS
said it had reached an agreement
to sell air tankers to Britain's
military in a deal worth up to
SL'ti.l billion.
i:.A I >s signed a S3S billion contract to build refueling tankers
for the U.S. Air Force last month.
In a joint communique, the
leaders vowed to establish a
system of "nuclear fuel assurances to reduce the proliferation risks" of the spread of
nuclear technology.

in 1 lomestead, Fla., was leveled
by Hurricane Andrew that fall,
the team hurriedly moved in.
"We're going to miss our boys.
said 77-year-old Audrey Miller,
who moved to Winter Haven
from the Cleveland suburb of
Parma in 1996 in order to see her
favorite team train each year.
Grady
Sizemore,
Victor
Marline/, and C.C. Sabathia are
among current players fans had
seen grow from teenage hope
fills into All-Stars.
"My first game in America was
here in 1999," said Martinez,

a native of Venezuela. "I was
scared and excited at the same
time It was home to me and I
will miss it.
Cliff Lee, Ihe Indians' No, 5
starter, gave up four runs over
5 1-3 innings, including homers
lo Akinori Iwanuua and Carl
Crawford. Ihe left-hander will
head for Kinston, N.C.. lo make
an exhibition start luesdaj
for the Indians' Class A learn
before rejoining his teammates
in Cleveland The Indians will
not need a fifth starter until the
second week of I he season.

LIVE: Sunday, March 30 @ 7 p.m.
Countdown Show @ 6:30 p.m.

FINALE

Only *54.99!
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Digital Channel 201
To order digital cable,
call 800.934 4181
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Come by our ONLY office at

the Florida sunshine.
One fan held up a sign that
read "Go ahead and call security. I don't want lo leave."
They came to be a pan ot
history — Central Florida style
— in what appears lo be the
final game at (he outdated park,
which was built in l<Hi(i as the
Boston lied Sox spring home.
The Red Sox ten in 1992. When
the Indians'brand-new complex

Newlove Rentals

1

332 S. Main St. }

f All NEW

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

and pick up our new brochures

|

'

g||

Low^r Prices! «^^

•
•

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall
2008 Staffs
•Reporters
•Wed Staff
•Staff Editors
•Videographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
•Cow Editors
J
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 7.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall,
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
'. atthenews@bgnews.com i

;

'
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MARTHA MARTINEZ
Hometown: Bowling Green, OH
Major: Marketing
Class: Junior
Favorite Food: Fried Chicken
Favorite Movie: Beauty and the
Beast
Hobbies: Facebooking
and Sudoku puzzles
Goals After Graduation: Get a job and see where it
takes me and move to Chicago
What I do for Fun: Hang out with friends and have fun

— Want to be a Winner? —
Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com.
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.
Each week a winner will be selected.
Each issue of The News has
a trivia question and answer.

T
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Judge's order:
learn English
and earn GED
or go to jail

Woman seeks apo
TSA after havin
nipple ring wi
By Greg Rilling
The Associated Press

»NDBEWSHUBTIEFF

APPHOtO

GUNFIRE: Colonel Steve Flaherty, superintendent ol the Virginia State Police, answers questions during a press conference in Charlottesville.
Virginia about shootings that occurred early Thursday morning at the Greenwood overpass, near Crozet. Virginia.

Highway shootings leave
residents and motorists on edge
By Lirry O'D.II
The Associated Press

CHARI.OTTESVIIJ.E. Va. Gunfire that struck several vehicles
and injured two people along a
stretch of mountain highway had
motorists and police on edge yesterday in a region where memories of the deadly Beltway snipers
s:ill haven't faded.
Authorities were seeking at
least two people suspected of firing shots the night before that hit
two cars, a van, a tractor-trailer
and an unoccupied dump truck
on Interstate 64 just west of
Charlottesville. Two people were
injured, but not seriously.
Col. Steven Flaherty, the state
police superintendent, would
not characterize the shootings
as the work of snipers, calling it
"random firing."
And there wereother differences
from the sniper spree of nearly six
years ago, including the fact that
those attacks targeted people who
were standing outside their cars.
Nevertheless, Flaherty conceded the 2002 attacks, in which
10 people were killed and three
wounded in Maryland, the
District of Columbia and northem Virginia, were on investigators' minds as they sought those

behind yesterday's spree.
"It reminded us of a lot of emergencies we've had," said Flaherty,
whose agency also dealt with last
April's Virginia Tech shootings.
Residents, too, were mindful of the crimes of lohn Allen
Muhammad and Lee Boyd
Malvo, who were convicted
in the 2002 shootings. Christy
lAicado, who drives through the
area on the way to work, said
she immediately thought about
the sniper shootings yesterday
morning when a friend called
and told her the news.
"I thought, well, lord, my car's
out in the driveway, my keys are in
it and I'm up on the mountain by
myself," said Lucado, who waits
tables at Duner's restaurant in Ivy,
near the exit where one of the latest shootings happened.
"We're talking the mountains
up here, and the first thing you
usually think of is drunk rednecks.
But the fact they moved from one
exit to another makes me think it
wasn't just someone there shooting off their gun."
Police took a call from a driver
whose vehicle was hit just after
midnight. Three more occupied
vehicles headed westbound were
shot, one at an on-ramp at Ivy, the
others at an overpass in the Afton
area. An unoccupied Virginia

They tried to make
him go to rehab...
BROOKVILLE. Pa. (AP) — A man him to return to rehab to treat his
who police say killed his 74-yeap. alcoholism.
found after
old parents to avoids
ir agelp alerted police in
irookvifle. which is about 70 miles
hea«ofPHi.iHiii;li
ennsylvania State Police
M T Jamie l*yier said it
Brer in Fon
wasB
^^hen the
across the
from Buffalo, N.Y. — noticed that Krrd- >H
^HSV
B
the car Reed said belonged to be coiiiflB
Reed saicH
H*' killings
him was actually leased to his
he spent ",i ccwP^r^iighi'." in ,i
mother, authorities said.
Upon further questioning, Reed hotel west of Brookville in Clarion
allegedly told the officers he had before trying to enter Canada,
shot his father, lohn Reed, and according to court documents.
Reed was in custody in New
then his mother, Mary Lou Reed,
in their Brookville home late last York. I le was awaiting extradition
week after they tried to persuade yesterday afternoon, Levier said.

NATION
BRIEF
Bush talcs about Croatia
to NATO and free Kosovo
ZAGREB. Croatia (AP) - President Bush
says he "strongly supports" Croatian membership m NATO, but has declined to say if
the lormer Yugoslav country will be invited
to join the alliance at a summit next week

Department of Transportation
dump truck was targeted later, farther down the interstate.
The 20-mile stretch of I64 between Waynesboro and
Charlottesville, home of the
University of Virginia, was closed
for nearly six hours while police
searched for suspects and evidence. The interstate reopened
around dawn.
Alhemarle County public
schools closed for the day.
"Given the unknown nature of
a still-evolving situation, the idea
of putting children in buses, cars
or unsupervised at rural bus stops
did not seem like the best thing
to do," said Lee Catlin, a spokeswoman for the county.
Some parents had called school
officials to express their concerns,
she said.
"Communities are now sensitized so much to shootings that
you have this at a major artery
through your area, it really gets
your attention," Catlin said.
Police think the bullets were
all of the same caliber but they
could not be sure until ballistics
tests are completed.
The two injured motorists were
treated at hospitals and released.
Flaherty said he did not know if
the victims were struck by bullets
or shattered glass.

be treated this way."
Mdndi hdmiin Victim

Rights and liberties.
Hamlin said she heard male
TSA agents snickering as she took
out the ring. She was scanned
again and was allowed to hoard
even though she still was wearing
a belly button ring.
"After nipple rings are inserted,
the skin can often heal around
the piercing and the rings can be
extremely difficult and painful to
remove." Allred said in the letter.
Hamlin filed a complaint,
but the TSAs customer service
manager at the lubbock airport
concluded the screening was
handled properly, AUred said.
Allred said she might consider legal action if the TSA
does not apologize.
On its Web site, the TSA
warns that passengers "may be
additionally screened because
of hidden items such as body
piercings, which alarmed the
metal detector."
"If you are selected for additional screening, you may ask to
remove your body piercing in
private as an alternative to a patdown search," the site says.
Hamlin would have accepted
a "pat-down" had it been offered,
Allred said.
Hamlin was publicly humiliated and has "undergone an
enormous amount of physical
pain to have the nipple rings
reinserted" because of scar tissue, Allred said.

W1LKES-BARRE, Pa. (AP) —
A judge known for creative
sentencing has ordered three
Spanish-speaking men to
learn English or go to jail.
The men. who faced prison for criminal conspiracy to
commit robbery, can remain
Oil parole if they learn to read
and write English, earn their
GEDs and get full-time jobs,
Luzerne County Judge Peter
Paul Olszewski jr. said.
The men, Luis Reyes,
Ricardo Dominguez and
Rafael Guzman-Mateo, plus
a fourth defendant, Kelvin
Reyes-Rosario, all needed
translators when they pleaded guilty Tuesday.
"Do you think we are going
to supply you with a translator all of your life?" the judge
asked them.
The four, ranging in age
from 17 to 22, were in a group
that police said accosted two
men on a street in May. The
two said they were asked if
(hey had marijuana, told to
empty their pockets, struck
on the head, threatened with
a gun and told to stay off
the block.
Attorneys for the men said
they were studying the legal
ity of the ruling and had not
decided whether to appeal.
One of the attorneys. Ferris
Webby, suggested that the
ruling was good for his client,
Guzman-Mateo.
"My client is happy," Webby
said. I think it's going to
help him."

victory was not posted until Nov. 6.1920. Who was the
opponent?
a. Toledo
b. Kent State
c. Findlay
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DYING A DIGITAL DEATH?
Are large metropolitan newspapers doomed to extinction or
simply morphing to a new partnership with the Web?
Monday, March 31, 2008
2:30-3:30 p.m.
206 Bowen Thompson Student Union Theatre

Bush spoke in Washington before his trip
next week to Ukraine, a NATO summit in
Rorpania and Croatia

Listen as two media professionals describe strategies
to repackage their newspapers to maintain and attract
readership, plus leverage and tie content and news
gathering activities to the Web.

In comments focusing on the Balkans, the
president also said that recognizing Kosovo's
independence was "best" for the troubled
region and expressed hopes that Serbia
wil in the end help its lormer province to
succeed

Ron Fritz
Executive Sports Editor
The Baltimore Sun
BGSU '88

Scott Brown
AME for Presentation
The Canton Repository
BGSU '98

, Scott Brown, assistant managing editor for
presentation at The Canton Repository
(70,000 circulation daily) and Ron Fritz, executive
sports editor for The Baltimore Sun (230,000
circulation daily) will discuss the efforts both news
organizations are implementing in a rapidly
changing media environment.
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Kosovo, a former Serbian province,
declared independence Feb. 17. triggering
fierce protests from Serbia and its ally.
Russia

1
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are among the country's priorities.

wi( see that the Serbs in Kosovo are treated
with respect that their rights as a minority
are respected and that it will eventually help
Kosovo succeed as opposed to trying to
hinder their success." Bush said

... No one deserves to

Alternative to prison
offered by judge

Although football began at BG in 1919. the teams first

Bush has said that Croatia is in a
"very good position" to be invited to join
Membership in NATO and European Union

"My hope is that the Serbian government

TSA was a nightmare

RECENTLY REMODELED
334 N. Main St.

In an interview with the state-run Croatian
television broadcast yesterday. Bush said the
decision will be made by all NATO members.

Bush said he supported supervised
independence for Kosovo "because I think it's
best for the region and I think it's most kkefy
to lead to peace"

LOS ANGELES — A Texas
woman who said she was forced
to remove a nipple ring with pliers in order to board an airplane
called yesterday for an apology
by federal security agents and a
civil rights investigation.
"I wouldn't wish this experience upon anyone," Mandi
Hamlin said at a news conference. "My experience with TSA
was a nightmare 1 had (o endure.
No one deserves to be treated
this way."
Hamlin, 37, said she was
trying to board a flight from
Lubbock to Dallas on Feb.
24 when she was scanned
by a Transportation Security
Administration agent after
passing through a larger metal
detector without problems.
The female TSA agent used a
handheld detector that beeped
when it passed in front of
Hamlin's chest, the Dallas-area
resident said.
Hamlin said she told the
woman she was wearing nipple
piercings. The women then called
over her male colleagues, one of
whom said she would have to
remove the jewelry, I lamlin said.
Hamlin said she could nut
remove them and asked whether
she could instead display her
pierced breasts in private to the
female agent. But several other
male officers told her she could
not board her flight until the jewelry was out. she said.
She was taken behind a curtain and managed to remove
one bar-shaped piercing but had
trouble with the second, a ring
"Still crying she informed the
TSA officer that she could not
remove it without the help of pliers, and the officer gave a pair
to her," said Hamlin's attorney,
Gloria Alfred, reading from a
letter she sent yesterday to the
director of theTSAs Office of Civil

"My experience with

I
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c'.elaw.n limn Ihcinunnliim and
tvpetitiveness ol practicing and
playing indoors, Schmitzsaid.
li kepi the morale ol the
ir.ini up and Knl us read) lo iy»
idi U'winosdayl," piicher Hrcit
Drowning said. "It was fun."
When wcathci is an issue ami
,nr in doubt, ilic team
111 -i< lid-sal I'em I u-lil I louse.
Ineteam usually lakes batting
practice. docs hull|ien wink ami
iiiiicldi'is and outfielders are liii
riders and il\ halls.
II the team doesn't have a game
ihe next day, ilusuall) partioipates

in what is called a cage game,"
an ording to CantreH Ihe pitchers gel in the balling cage uilb
the batters, and it sort ofacts like a
simulated game, he said.
I he team also utilizes the
I iekfTurfai Doyl Perry Stadium,
\iiei a sin MI layoff, the lialcons
8 . finally got to lake the field
mi VVednesdaj ami pick up righi
where they lefl nil with their first
home win of the season.
I he players were certainly
lupin in get away from the eon
lines ol Perry I ield I louse ami
back onto the field.
' h was great being outside on
IIIII home held anil being able
to gei a win," Browning said, "li
was ime In gel the nisi mil and

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

get ready for Northern Illinois
ihisiveekendl."

"ft was awesome to gel outside,"
( anliell said, "It was our lirsl
lioine game and we had a good
numbei ol Cans mine out even
though ii was a little chilly. Il was
good to go out and gel a will, anil
maybe the fans will keep coming
OUt il we keep placing well. I was
pretty pumped ami I think the
team was, too."
The Falcons plan on opening
their Mid American Conference
season ihis weekend with a
home series against Northern
Illinois. HIII with rain/snow in
the forecast, this weekend's
series could jusi he yet another
victim of Mother Nature.

Arroyo impresses in final preseason start
n„ Joe
i.„. Kay
K..U
By

"TL:. :_ _-_L.LI..

This is probably

.'.PPH01U

the best I've ever

SARASOTA, I la
Branson
\rroyo approached his final
spring game as it ii mattered,
then went out and pitched like
II yesterday, throwing seven
shutout innings during the
nati Reds i I victory over
the Minnesota l\vins.
\rroyo finished his solid
springtrainingby gi\ inguponly
three hits in seven innings, lie
lidn i walk a batter, and threw
- . strikesoui ol his IN pitches.
I at ing an Vmerican league
11'.nil. lie was able to show his
It's a team I don't have to see
during the season, so I could
pin h like ii was the first game
iii I he season and |usi throw Hit)
IH'rcent." said Arroyo, who gave
uponl) 12 hitsand two walks in
19 innings ilns spring. "This is
probably the best I've ever felt in
spring by lar. My body's where
ii needs io be, nn stuffs there, I
Feel strong."
Managct Dusi\ Bakei raved

MAT! DUNHAM

EXPLAINING HIS CASE: tisri Prime Minister Gordon Biown (lofi) listens as French Piesidenl Nicolas Sailozy (nght) speaks lo ihp
media yesterday Sarko/y has said he will consider boycotting the opening ceremony of the summer Olympics m Boijiixj. China

felt in spring
by far."

Brown and Sarkozy meet to discuss
possible boycott of opening ceremony
By David Stringer

DEALING:

about the way his \o 2 startei
threw strikes with every type
ol pitch.
"Oh, man. he really had il
going. Baker said, "lie had all
Ins pin lies going. I hat's mid

season form right there. Mis
breaking ball was working, be
bad good location on his fas)
ball. He threw the ball great."
ken Griffey lr. hit his second
homer of spring training, a tworun shot off reliever lesse (Irain
in the sixth inning.
Higbl-handei Nicklilackbiii n
gave up three hits and one run
in live innings, an encouraging showing toi a rotation that
might need him.
I he Twins aren't sure
whether left-hander Francisco
I Iriano, who missed lasi season
aftei elbow surgery, will be on
the roster to open the season.
itl.it kliiini is the likely replacement ill iriano isn't ready.

Time Warner Cable Presents
WWE WRESTLEMANIA

1 he Associated Press

LONDON
French President
\icolas Sarkozy ended his
state visit Thursday by stressing be could boycott the Beijing
Olympics' opening ceremony,
striking a rare note of conflict
with his hosts after two days of
pomp, ceremony and promises
nt a new era of cooperation.
Sarkoz) and British Prime
Minister
Gordon
Brown
showcased their friendship
during the French leadei 's io
hour trip, sealing a multibillion-dollar defense deal, von
ing to jointly press the United
si.ues on climate change and
lo curb the spread ill inn lear
weapons technology.
Sarkozy said be and Brown
had worked "band in glove''
since they both took office last
year, but acknowledged the) are
di\ ided over a possible (llyinpics
boycott iii punish China lor its
crackdown on I ibetans, .m idea

"I reserve the right to say whether
will attend."
■

Brown insisted Britain will not
boycott the Olympics. He plans
to attend the closing ccrcinoin
and to carrj out ceremonial
duties, because I ondon is host
loi the2012 Olympics.
It was a rare point of discord.

Sarkoz) offered an effusive
speech Wednesday In a joint silling ol the House of Commons
and Mouse of lords praising
Britain's role in countering the
ilneai ui fascism iii Europe.
follow ing the leaders' talks
at the soccer arena fbuisdav.
Virbus parent compam, I \iis
said it had reached an agreement
io sell air tankers to Britain's
mililar) in a deal worth up to
$26.4 billion.
I ,.\l)s signed a $35 billion con
tract lo build refueling tankers
loi the U.S. \ii I nice last month.
In a joint communique, the
leaders vowed to establish a
system ol "nucleai fuel assurances to reduce the prolifei
ation risks ol the spread of
nucleai technology.

in Homestead, I la., was leveled
by Hurricane Andrew that fall.
the team hurriedl) moved In.
We're going to miss our boys,"
said 77 yeat old \udrej Miller,
who moved to Winter Haven
from the Cleveland suburb of
Parma in 1996 in order to see het
favorite team Ham each year.
Grad)
Sizemore,
Victor
Martinez and t ,C, Sabathia are
among current players fans had
seen grow Iriini teenage hopefuls into All-Stars.
\h first game in America was
here in 1999." said Martinez,

a native of Venezuela. "1 was
scared and excited at the same
lime. Il was home lo me and I
will miss it."
Clifl I ee. the Indians No i
starter, gave up foui runs ovet
5 lit innings, including homers
to Vkinori Iwamura and Carl
Crawford. I he left-hander will
head for kinsttm, N.C., to make
an exhibition start luesda)
loi the Indians Class A team
before rejoining his teammates
in t leveiand Hie Indians will
not need a fifth starter until the
second week ol the season.

thai the French leader first raised
early in the week.
"I reserve the right to
saj whether I will attend."
Sarkoz) said at a news con
ference at I ondon's Emirates
soccei stadium.
He said that because I lance
will hold the rotating presidenc)
of the European Union during
the Beijing Olympics this slimmer, he must consult with the
rest ol iheL'7-ineniber bloc before
making a decision. I ranee lakes

the presidenc) on lulj i

LIVE: Sunday, March 30 @ 7 p.m.
Countdown Show @ 6:30 p.m.

FINALE
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Come by our ONLY office at

the Florida sunshine.
One fan held up a sign ihai
read "(in ahead and call sec u
lily. I don't want to leave.'
They came to be a part ol
histor) - Central Florida style
— in what appears to be (he
final game at the outdated park.
which was buili in 1966 as the
Boston Red Sox spring home.
Hie Red Sox left in 1992. When
I be Indians'bra ml new complex

Newlove Rentals

1

332 S. Main St. ]

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

and pick up our new brochures

www.newloverentals.com

f All NEW
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Lower Prices! ^
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The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall
2008 Staffs
•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
•Videograpbers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
/Copy Editors
y
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 7.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
>, at thenews@bgnews.com

I
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MARTHA MARTINEZ
Hometown: Bowling Green, OH
Major: Marketing
Class: Junior
Favorite Food: Fried Chicken
Favorite Movie: Beauty and the
Beast
Hobbies: Facebooking
and Sudoku puzzles
Goals After Graduation: Get a job and see where it
takes me and move to Chicago
What I do for Fun: Hang out with friends and have fun

— Want to be a Winner? —
Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

Each week a winner will be selected.
Each issue of The News has
a trivia question and answer.
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Woman seeks apology from
TSA after havintftlTreyevr
>rs
nipple ring wn
By Grtg Ruling
The Associated Press

ANDREW SHURUEFF

liTHDI'

GUNFIRE: Colonel Steve Flaherty, superintendent o( the Virginia State Poke, answers questions during a press conference in Charlottesville.
Virginia about shootings that occurred early Thursday morning at the Greenwood overpass, near Crozet. Virginia.

Highway shootings leave
residents and motorists on edge
By L.irry O Doll
The Associated Press

CIIAUI.OITKSVII.1.1:. Va. —
(iimfire that struck several vehicles
and injured two people along a
stretch of mountain highway had
motorists and police on edge yesterday in a region where memories of the deadly Beltway snipers
still haven't faded.
Authorities were seeking at
least two people suspected of firing shots the night before that hit
two cars, a v-.ui. a tractor-trailer
and an unoccupied dump truck
on Interstate t>4 just west ol
Charlottesville. Iwo people were
injured, hut not seriously
Col. Steven I laherty. the state
police superintendent, would
not characterize the shootings
as the work of snipers, calling it
"random firing."
And there were other differences
from the sniper spree of nearly six
years ago. including the fact that
more attacks targeted people who
wen' standing outside their airs.
Nevertheless, Flaherty conceded the 2002 attacks, in which
10 people were killed and three
wounded in Maryland, the
District of Columbia and northem Virginia, were on investiga
tors' minds as they sought those

behind yesterday's spree.
"It mninded us of a lot of emergencies we've had," said Flaherty.
whose agency also dealt with last
Aprils Virginia'lech shootings.
Residents, too, were mindful of the crimes of lohn Allen
Muhammad and Fee Boyd
Malvo, who were convicted
in the 2002 shootings. Christy
l.ucado, who drives through the
area on the way to work, said
she immediately thought about
the sniper shootings yesterday
morning when a friend called
and told her the news.
"I thought, well, lord, my car's
out in the driveway, my keys are in
it and I'm up on the mountain by
myself," said Lucado, who waits
tables at Duncr's restaurant in ivy,
near the exit where one of the latest shootings happened
"Were talking the mountains
up here, and the first thing you
usually think of is dntnk rednecks.
Hut the fad they moved from one
exit to another makes me think it
wasn't just someone there shooting oil' theii gun."
Itilice look .1 ..ill from a driver
whose vehicle was hit just after
midnight Three more occupied
vehicles headed westbound were
shot, oneat an on rampat Ivy, the
others at an overpass in the Alton
area. An unoccupied Virginia

They tried to make
him go to rehab...
UI«X)k\ IIJJ-, Pa (API — A man
who police say killed his 74-year
oldpan'tiistoavoid^jjiugtorehab
was rharixu^^rrtrTmurfrr vesjiiftou«erCanada.
i.iped
] Caoad'.in
in I nrt JtujJ,
,K KISS die hornet
from Buffalo, N.Y. - noticed that
the car Heed said belonged to
him was actually leased to his
mother, authorities said.
Upon further questioning. Reed
allegedly told the officers he had
shot his lather, lohn Reed and
then his mother. Mary l«u Reed,
in their Hrookvillc home late last
week alter they tried to persuade

NATION
BRIEF

Bush talks about Croatia

to NATO and free Kosovo
ZAGREB. Croatia (AP) - President Bush
says he "strongry supports" Croatian membership in NATO, but has declined to say if
the former Yugoslav country will be invited
to pin the alliance at a summit ne»t week

him to return to rehab to treat his
Jcolwlisin.
1 he bodies uric found after
border agents alerted police in
Krnokvflte. which isalmut 70 miles
northeast of Piu-Um;h

Department of Transportation
dump Buck was targeted later, farther down the interstate.
The 20-mile stretch of I64 between Wayneshoro and
Charlottesville. home of the
I Iniversity of Virginia, was closed
for nearly six hours while police
searched for suspects and evidence. Hie interstate reopened
around dawn.
Albemarle County public
schools closed for the day.
"(iiven the unknown nature of
a still-evolving situation, the idea
of putting children in buses, cars
or unsupervised at rural bus stops
did not seem like the liest thing
to do," said Lee Catlin, a spokeswoman for the county.
Some parents had called school
officials to express their concerns,
she said.
"Communities are now sensitized so much to shootings that
you have this at a major artery
through your area, it really gets
your attention.'Catlin said
Police think the bullets were
all of the same caliber but they
could not he sure until ballistics
tests are completed.
The two injured motorists were
treated at hospitals and released.
Flaherty said lie did not know if

the victims were struck by bullets
or shattered glass.

unclear exactly uInn the
iivd- died. An autojj
will
ucted.
B
Reed saicSkat after tin killings
he s|H'in .1 cotipk»f!rniglits" in a
hotel west of Brookville in Clarion
before trying to enter Canada,
according to court documents.
Heed was in custody in New
York. I le was awaiting extradition
yesterday afternoon, 1 evicr said

Rights and Liberties.
I lamlin said she heard male
ISA agents snickering as she took
out the ring. She was scanned
again and was allowed to hoard
even though she still was wearing
a belly button ring.
"After nipple rings are insetted
the skin can often heal around
the piercing, and the rings can he
extremely difficult and painful to
remove.'' Alfred said in the letter.
llamlin filed a complaint.
Iinl the ISA's ciistonici service
manager at the Lubbock airport
concluded the screening was
handled properly Allied said.
Alfred said she might con
sider legal action if the TSA
docs not apologize.
On its Web site, the ISA
warns that passengers 'may he

additional!) screened because
of hidden items such as body
piercings, which alarmed the
metal detector."
"11 you are selected for additional screening, you may ask to
remove your Body piercing in
private as an alternative to a patdown search," the site says.
llamlin would have accepted

a "pat-down" had it been offered,
Alfred said.
llamlin was publicly humiliated and has "undergone an
enormous amount ol physical
pain to have the nipple rings
reinserted" because of scat tissue. Alfred said

WILKES-BARRE, Pa. I \P)
A judge known for creative
sentencing has ordered three
Spanish-speaking men to
learn English or go to jail.
The men. who faced prison for criminal conspiracy to
commit robbery, can remain
on parole if they lea in to read
and write English, earn their
GEDs and gel full-lime jobs,
Luzerne County ludge Petet
Paul Olszewski jr. said
The men, Luis Reyes,
Ricardo Dominguez and
Rafael Guzman-Mateo, plus
a fourth defendant. Kelvin
Reyes RosariO, all needed
translators when they plead
ed guilty [uesday,
"Do you think we air'going
to supply you with a transla
lor all of your life?" the judge
asked them.
The lour, ranging in age
from 17 to 22, were in a group
that police said accosted two
men on a street in May. I he
two said the) were asked if
the) had marijuana, told to
empty their pockets, struck

on the head, threatened with
a gun and told to st.iv nil
the block,
Attorneys for the men said
they were stud) ing the legality ol the ruling and had not
decided whether to appeal

One of the attorneys, Ferris
Webby, suggested that the
ruling was good lor his client,

Guzman-Mateo.
\h client is happy," Webb)
said
I think it's going to
help him."
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Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday.
Answer all five questions for your chance
to win prizes and recognition!
Each issue has a question and answer for Friday's quiz.

DYING A DIGITAL DEATH?
Are large metropolitan newspapers doomed to extinction or
simply morpning to a new partnership with the Web?
Monday, March 31, 2008
2:30-3:30 p.m.
206 Bowen Thompson Student Union Theatre

Bush spoke in Washington before his trip
next week to Ukraine, a NATO summit m
Romania and Croatia

Listen as two media professionals describe strategies
to repackage their newspapers to maintain and attract
readership, plus leverage and tie content and news
gathering activities to the Web.

In comments focusing on the Balkans, the
president also said that recognizing Kosovo's
independence was "best" for the troubled
region and expressed hopes that Serbia
will in the end help its former province to
succeed

Kosovo a former Serbian province
declared independence Feb. 17. triggering
fierce protests from Serbia and its ally.
Russia.
1
«

be treated this way."

Although football began at BG in 1919. the teams first

Bush has said that Croatia is in a
"very good position" to be invited to join
Membership in NATO and European Union
are among the country's priorities.

"My hope is that the Serbian government
will see that the Serbs in Kosovo are treated
with respect, that their rights as a minority
ate respected and that it will eventually help
Kosovo succeed as opposed to trying to
hinder their success." Bush said.

... No one deserves to

Alternative to prison
offered by judge

334 N. Main St.

Pennsylvania state Police
Irooper Jamie Ltvier said it
;

TSA was a nightmare

RECENTLY REMODELED

In an interview with the state-run Croatian
television broadcast yesterday. Bush said the
decision will be made by all NATO members.

Bush said he supported supervised
independence for Kosovo "because I think it's
best for the region and I think it's most likely
to lead to peace"

LOS ANGELES — A Texas
woman who said she was forced
to remove a nipple ring with pliers in order to board an airplane
called yesterday for an apology
by federal security agents and a
civil rights investigation.
"I wouldn't wish this experience upon anyone." Mandi
llamlin said at a news conference. "My experience with TSA
was a nightmare I had to endure.
No one deserves to be treated
this way."
llamlin, 37. said she was
trying to board a flight from
l.ubbock to Dallas on Feb.
24 when she was scanned
by a Transportation Security
Administration agent after
passing through a larger metal
detector without problems.
The female TSA agent used a
handheld detector that beeped
when it passed in front of
Hamlin's chest, the Dallas-area
resident said.
llamlin said she told the
woman she was wearing nipple
piercings. The women then called
over her male colleagues, one of
whom said she would have to
remove the jewelry. I lamlin said.
llamlin said she could not
remove them and asked whether
she could instead display her
pierced breasts in private to the
female agent. But several other
male officers told her she could
not board her flight until the jewelry was out. she said.
She was taken behind a curtain and managed to remove
one bar-shaped piercing but had
trouble with the second, a ring.
"Still crying she informed the
TSA officer that she could not
remove it without the help of pliers, and the officer gave a pair
to her." said HamlinS attorney.
Gloria Alfred, reading from a
letter she sent yesterday to the
director of the TSAs Office of Civil

"My experience with

Judge's order:
learn English
and earn GED
or go to jail

Ron Fritz

Scott Brown

Executive Sports Editor
The Baltimore Sun
BGSU '88

AME for Presentation
The Canton Repository
BGSU '98

Scott Brown, assistant managing editor for
presentation at The Canton Repository
(70,000 circulation daily) and Ron Fritz, executive
sports editor for The Baltimore Sun (230,000
circulation daily) will discuss the efforts both news
organizations are implementing in a rapidly
changing media environment.
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Tibetan
temple tour
interrupted
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monks

decrying their lack of religious
freedom was the only spontaneous moment yesterday in an otherwise tightly controlled government trip to the Tibetan capital
for foreign reporters following
this month's deadly riots.
On the second day of the tour,
officials hewed to the government line — that the most violent anti-Chinese protests in
nearly two decades was plotted
by the exiled Dalai I ,inu and his
supporters. Officials escorted
two dozen reporters to shops,
clinics, a school and a jail to
interview victims and rioters,
many of them already widely
interviewed by state media.
Those who tried to break away
from the pack were followed by
car and on foot, making all but

LHASA, China (AP) — The
stage-managed tour of Tibet's
holies! temple was going according to the government script.
Suddenly. 30 young Buddhist
monks pushed their way in,
slammed the door, and began
shouting and crying to the foreign reporters that there was no
freedom in the riot-torn region.
"What the government is saying is not true." shouted one
monk, first in Tibetan until the
confused reporters asked them
to speak in Chinese. Then a
wel I spri ng of grievances poured
out before government officials
abruptly ended the session and
told the journalists it was "time
logo."
The emorionaL 15-mlnute outburst by the red robed monks
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the most fleeting of contact with
ordinary Tibetans risky.
Only the monks at the Jokhang
Temple, Tibet's holiest site, managed to upend the official stagemanaged event.
As reporters were ushered
toward the temple's inner
shrine by a senior monk and
administrator, the 30 young
monks began shouting to them.
Ihe monks said the believers
then in the shrine were fake
— members of China's ruling
Communist Party.
They complained that troops
had ringed the monastery and
kept it shut with all 117 monks
inside since March 10 — the day
the protests began — and were
only removed Wednesday, when
foreign journalists arrived.
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RIOTS: Chinese paramilitary police patrol on a meet in Lhasa, capital of China's Tibet
Autonomous Region.
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Shows curiosity
Secular
Calligraphy line
Declaim loudly
Computer's fix-it button
Sidestep
Musical group
Thorn site
Egg carton quantity
Take if slow
Father of France
PAT value
Wildebeest
Harbingers
Kettle and Barker
Cruise ship
_ Dawn Chong
Nebraska neighbor
In automatic mode
Tolerate
Six-shooter
Honshu city
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6th sense
Mrs. Roosevelt
Spearheaded
To's partner
Leaf-cutters, e.g.
Go nowhere fast
Put on
Heavenly bear
Mob scene

64
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Romanov ruler
Encourage
Quarterback Favre
Framing upright
Persian comment

B.A. word
Agra attire
Work with needles
Condescend
British sheen
Stamen feature
_ fixe (obsession)
Barbershop item
Family cars
Conjure up
Bring down the house
of March
Marshland
Indian statesman
Broncobuster's milieu
Boston daily
Baseball groups
Flip a lid off
Scene of action
Varnish resin
Fable's lesson
Finished napping
Dish with dressing
Miss the mark
__ now or never!
Arctic shelter
Take to court
Sea east of Great
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»2-5166
$6 00 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M

54 . de foie gras
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Darn!
Once, once
Shamrock land
Company emblem
Brood
Blubber
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Britain
Writer Hemingway
Caribbean destination
Ahead
Hostile engagement
Blood component
Headliner
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63 Expletives

419-372-6977

The BC. Newi will nol knowingly accept
nuvrrttirmrnts that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any Individual or group on the bull of race, sea.
color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basil of any other legally protected status.
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8HT YEARS
our coupon menu
the telephone directory
I ask about our SPECIALS!
www.pisanellos.com

2E

• Lunch Fri • Sal. • Sun

&

Travel
GREEN ZONE: A Micopter flies past a column ol smoke coming out ol the fortified Green
Zone that houses the U S embassy and the Iraqi government offices in Baghdad. Itaq.

Employees in the Green Zone
remain inside, out of harms way

SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES!!!!
Ytbtravel .coirujwin
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL:419/290-7804.

ated

PK

BAGHDAD —Warning sirens wail
and within seconds rockets and
mortars strike — somerimes one
or two. other limes 10 or more.
The Green /one is again a
prime target as American and
British diplomats, Iraqi politicians, contractors and others
struggle to go about their business — always aware that any
time they are outside the most
fortified buildings there is a
chance to be injured or killed.
The danger has temporarily

Full inventory of nuclear weapons
and materials after delivery mistake
By LoliuC. Baldor
The Associated Press

Logistics Agency to assess inventory control procedures for the
materials and to submit a report
within 60 days.
Earlierthisweek.Gatesdirected
NavyAdm. Kirkland H. Donald to
take charge of a full investigation
of the delivery mistake in which
four cone-shaped electrical fuses
used in intercontinental ballistic
missile warheads were shipped to
the Taiwanese instead of the helicopter batteries they had ordered.

WASHINGTON — DefenseSecretary Robert Gates has
ordered a full inventory of all
nuclear weapons and related
materials after the mistaken
delivery of ballistic missile
fuses to Taiwan, the-Pentagon
said yesterday.
Gates told officials with the
Air Force, Navy and Defense

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
Starting as low as $1,100 mo.+ utilities
• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• 1 & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

2 lull baths* ,
Plenty of parking • 1
Gas log liteplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited lo 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shultle Route •
Only 2 blocks Itom campus! • '

|

World rhythms, hand drummiing
Classes Available
Call (419)217-6690

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
BE A DELL CAMPUS REP!!
Promote a top 30 company & gain
real world business & marketing experience Go to repnation.com/dell
to apply.

www.greenbriarrentals. com

2 bdrm , new carpet, new windows
$415,1 person, $475. 2 people 818
7th St #5 (419)309-2001

Female sublsr. needed immed at
Enclave II Private rm 8 bathrm, hot
tub. laundry 8 gym 440-220-0645

3 &4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2458

Filling up fast for Fall 08
Copper Beech
419-353-3300

3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus Nice yard Avail 8/1/08-7/
31/09 $812 mo. (419)308-2406

House for rent. July. 3-4 bedroom

3 bdrm apt w/ 3 car garage Recently renovated. W/D, no pets. Max.
occup. 3 people Avail May for 12
mo. lease $650 mo plus util. 419354-8146 after 3 30pm

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manvtlle Ave
Office open 10-2M-F
www bgapartmenls.com

Cornhole game boards - S65.00
Bag sets - $25.00
Call (419)409-6000

For Rent
$315 FREE GAS, WATER. CABLE
2 sub-leasers needed May - Aug
Clough & S Mercer (216)402-5896
" 08-09 S. Y. Houses & Apts
729 4th St. 4 bdrm C/A, W/D
321 E. Merry 4-5 bdrm.. air.
311 E Reed 3 bdrm also 182 bdrms
see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
'07 - '08 S.Y. 3 bdrm. house avail.
6/1/08.3 bdrm.house avail 8/15/08.
$275 per person + ulil. Close to
BGSU Off St. pkg. AC/WD
1 bdrm. eflic. avail 8/15/08S375 plus
util. Close to BGSU Off St pkg .turn
1 rm elfic. avail. 8/15/08. $290 plus
util. Close to BGSU. Off st pkg Part
turn.
2 bdrm.apt. avail. 6/15/08. $450 plus
util. Pan turn. 419-601-3225.

For more info call 419-354-9740

3 bdrm houses 404 S College
$600 per month, plus utilities.
Available Aug 419-352-4850
4 bdrm., 1 1/2 bath. May to May, A/
C, D/W. W/D. $1400 & dep 8 util
312 N. Enterpnse 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060

Lg 2 bdrm turn townhouse. spiral
stairs, vaulted ceilings, garage. A/C.
dwash Avail 8/10/08 419-352-1104
Male summer subleaser needed.
Enclave II $335/mo
(419)699-7730
Pet Friendly!
Free Heat! Free WateM
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

4-5 bdrm . 2 bath house on Clough
$1500 month plus utilities
(419)340-2500

Subleaser needed! May -Aug.Furn.
room, private bathrm . free internet 8
cable S309 mo Copper Beech Call
440-821-6420

416 E. Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm
Avail Fall 2008. $450/month
UN's Inc. 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 bedroom
Avail Fall, 2008 $450 month
Utilities included. (419)352-5882
APTS. & HOUSES
FOR SPRING & FALL
(419)352-3445
APTS Close to BGSU. Util. incl.
in rent. NO PETS, non-smoker.
2 RM EFFIC. $425. Avail. 5/1/08
Cozy 1 BDRM $445 Avail 8/1/08
Ph. 419-352-2104

Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

Brand new, secluded 1 bdrm. apt.
Lots ol windows, very spacious
$450 mo Call 419-654-5716.

Summer female subleaser needed
ASAP GREAT LOCATION1 5300
mo + util Call (440)668-6067
Summer Subleaser lor Enclave II
Female. $335/mo. fully furn , shuttle
service, pool 8 computer lab.
(248)756-2712
Summer subleasers needed. 3 bdrm.
house. 204 S Summit $350 8 util.

(513)236-6133
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 8 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt com

Ohio BCI & I and FBI fingerprinting completed through National Web Check
system al a'reasonable cost. Call (419) 350-2890 lor an appointment.
Mobile unit can come to you lor large groups.
^. (jl N W Ohio LCC 222 E Front Streel Pernberville ."■:,

liackyroiinrlcliecksulnworiioq'yarioo coin

r

BUCKEYE
STORAGE
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours

$900 mo
Call 419-308-9905

4 bdrm . 1 bath. W/D, D/W. on
S Summit Avail mid Aug
$830 mo. plus util (419)866-9281

12 month leases starling May 2008
613 5th-3 BR House
$740 . util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$900 t util
1204 E. Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1380 +util
453 S Prospect A -2 to 3 BR Apt

$600 ♦ util

Clean

Sororoe\

Storage-

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

S535/month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

www.homecltylce.com
Call Today to
Reserve Unit

352-1520

1740 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www buckeyeinnandstudios corn

n

709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS
■HBl.^M>fll^^a_

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your Things"!

Many Sizes
419.352.0717

2 bd duplex Pnvate parking, patio.
clean, quiet, close. Avail. 5/15/08.
$560/mo . util (419)352-1104

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester 8 yr. long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
WWW buckeyeinnandstudios.corn

Background
Checks
Needed?

Near Campus

XTN

• 3 bdrm. available in August
" 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August

For Sale

Full time sitter needed for one 12 yr.
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Aug. '08. Must be flexible.
Call for more info (917)903-1754.

\
«i

Get Paid To Play Video Games1

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure 8 water sports Great summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar.com

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand now cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com

LU.

Bring in this ad and n acieve 50% off your
Security Deposit now th rough March 31,2008.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

PIZZA ON US!
GEOG 122 (World Regions)
BGPerspective Soc Sd Credit
1 st Summer Session
Pop provided on Mondays!
Pizza dinners on Wednesdays!!
Sign up NOVVIII

For Rent

Hard working person wanted for pan
time yard work. Spring & Summer
Call (419)352-7343

BELLYDANCE in beautiful Moroccan
The

For Rent

Earn $20-5100 to test and play new
video games, www.videogamepay.
com

Personals

reshaped life: Green Zone traffic studio KUNDALINI YOGA exclusively available at RADIANCE STUis minimal, few people venture DIO. New 6 wk. session begins Mon.
out on the streets and security March 31, pre-reg required.
precautions — always high —
have been boosted. Many diplo- 419-217-6690
mats and others prefer to bunk BGSU Dance Team Pre Tryout
on cots in the stone and marble Clinic: Do you love to dance and
grandeur of the former Saddam have a lot ot spirit? Come & prepare
Hussein palace that now holds yourselt lor a college audition, improve your skills and sharpen your
U.S. Embassy offices.
crowd appeal while getting a head
Yesterday the State Department start on the competition by learning
instructed all Embassy personnel the BGSU Fight Song. Sunday
not to leave reinforced structures. March 30th trom 12:30-4pm at EpA memo sent to embassy staff pler Cost $15. Contacl Coach
at jessicn@bgsu.edu or
says employees are required to Nekoranec
visit http://wwwbgsu.edu/oHices/sa/
wear helmets and other protective life/dance lor more information.
gear if they must venture outside.

By Bradley Brooks

Help Wanted

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

i

.

www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

